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A. INTRODUCTION

1. Background miasma& In 1959, Mr. Beck, then Science/Technology
Librarian, prepared for ths faculty an Zjaletsitt of the Holdiniva in IULVEIL
AaTechnoloat in the Universistiy. of Idaho :atkriesa. .This publication ofiered

the faculty a critical description of the colasetion pointing out its strengths
and weaknesses. That it We useful has been attested to by a continuing &mead
for copies amwag the fazulty on our campus as well as by large number of requests
from other campuses over the United States. Ten important years have passed
Since this survey was prepared. It is time again to review the Library's pat-
tern of development in order to make certain Cleat the growth of the collection
is oriented toward the needs of our faculty and curriculum.

In 1958# the Science/Technology Library contained 25,456 periodical volume
and 35,885 books, In 1967, these figures had, grown to 43,792 periodicals and
57,925 books. This activity' is typical of the coordinated thrust. toward .. excel..

lance seen over the entire Library. Indeed# the period has been one of growth
over the entire University. The number of faculty as well, as the number, of
disciplines to be served has increased. The interests Of the faulty; have grown
and new faculty members have made new demands upon the Library's collection and
personnel. Today Idaho is placing maw emphasis upon research both pure and
applied. A young, aggressive group of research-oriented faculty are providing
an immense stimulus to the growth .of the University. New courses are constantly
being- added to the curriculum and the University has undertaken new responsibil-
ities in many alias.

Perhaps the most significant development during this, period has been the
decision by the Board of Regents to sant a doctoral degree. Nine years ago,
there wore no doctoral degrees at Idaho: Today doctorates are being offered in '*

thirteen disciplines by the science and engineering faculties. This decision
bas had a sigaificant effect upon the dharacter cf the Library's collections in
that it has denamded tbsy become research collections in order to support a re-
search program in these disciplines.

a.

A. researdh library differs in many ways from one supporting exclusively an
undergraduate or master's program. It requi.aes more foreiga language journals,
holdings in greater depth, i.e., complete ruas of serials, and increased emphasis
upon the ephemeral, seldom used, type of material. The collections in a researdh
liba,ry must have no restrictions as to language, date, place, or form of publi-
cation. These requirements have placed heavy demands upon the Library's re-
sources and skills.

Because of the magnitude of the task invalved in prepaxing this report,
there was not sufficient time to survey in detail each discipliae or even each
Department. The reader can, however, obtain a rough idea of ,the Library hold-
ings for disciplines not covered by examining the Tables accompanying this sec-
tion. While they do not present a complete picture, they do give a quantitative
indication of our holdings when compared with the titles, used in standard check-
lists.

Tao large areas not covered in this report and worth special mention are
agriculture and medicine. Both are of great Importance to work at the Univer-
sity and ono of them, agriculture, relates directly to a basic industry within
the state as well as to an important segment of the Untversity's curriculum.
It is hoped that a thorough review of Library holdings for both areas can be
accomplished in the near future.
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Agriculture is ane of Idaho's basic industries, with the curriculum and
research efforts in the College reflecting needs throuehoet the state in both
pure aad applied researdh. The Library collectiaa is passable but will require,
attention in epecial areas. For example, it would be useful to evaluate li-
brary holding in terms of their ability to support recearch in selected crops,
i.e., potatoes, onions, grains, stone fruits, peas, etc. The reader will also
find the specialized bibliographies of Stanly (10)0 Davis 0.1)9 nd the Nation-
al Agricultural Library (8) helpful in evaluating librare holdiags ta agricul-
ture,

Id 1964 the National Library of Medicine published a list c banic scitaot
books in tbeir ramance collection compiled by Marjory U. Wright (12). This
la a collection of well-known textbooks, standard maauals, and comerehensive
treatises on anatomy, biochemistry, biophysics, histology, etc. All are ream-
vended titles for libraries supporting work in the medical or paramedical sei-
ences. Out of the 116 titles listed haree we have 77 although our holdings
includ many incomplete sets.

2. Am This Studv. It is precisely this fermeat and stretching teward
new goals which has deusaded that the Library now reevaluate its goals to make
certain they are in accord witn the curricular and research patteras at Idaho.
It is in partial fulfillment of these responsibilities that we have prepared
this study of our holdings. It is extremely important that the Library's goals
be ta phase with those of the University. Not until the Library has a cleatly
focused picture caa it begin to develop areas of excellence and to specializei,
The purpose of this report, then, is to assist each of the Colleges aud Depart-
ments covered ia bringing their current needs into better focue and in obtein-
ing a better perspective on future Library requirements for their educatienal
tasks.

Accompaayiag eadh sectiaa is i list of recommendations. These arestot
intended to advocate firm commitments to the acquisition of any title; rather
they have been placed in this report to briug these titles to the attentiee of
the department conceraed and to seek guidance from the departneats and colleges
in discoveriag ways in which the Library can better support the research intere
eats aad curriculum at Idaho. Many of the faculty will have titles which they
wish added aad some will even wish to delete items. This is healthy gad should
be encouraged. Nor does the Library anticipate buying all these journals, books,
and backfiles in this bienaium or even in the next two or three biennium, This
would involve a trenendous sum of money and would not be in the beet interests
of the University. These recommendations are merely guidelines to elicit di-
rectien peed guidance from the faculty.

3. Goals of Stimbro Therefore, we are proposing that 4he Libeary develop
along two parallel paths toward excellence: seeking first of all, a well chosea,
balaaced uadergraduate collection to serve all areas both in the scieuces and
outside the sciences, and second, the development of holdings in depth for those
disciplines in which the Uaiversity now offers graduate degrees. It is further
suggested here that greatest emphasis be placed on developing those parts of
the collection directly supportiag or involved in a doctoral program,

Oae final point is worth emphasizing. Research collections are not built
overnight, It takes many years of patient accumulation, minute attention to
detail and aggressive, imaginative collecting before an adequate research col-
lection begtas to develop. It is hoped that this survey will aseist the in-
structor in determiatag the adequacy of the present collections aad the direc
tion whieh future growth should take,
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40 lalgaliatklula of itibwisaAieroas. It is a fairly common cliche amoag
sdholars that nobody else uses library materials in his area. Such statement
indicatee a lack of uaderstanding oe the basic nature of science today. It is
true that only the trained specialist will underatand work betag done on the
frontier of his discipline. But this certainly does not apply to every aspect
of any given discipline, The physicist and engiaeer will usn mathematics booLe.
The geologist will use botany bocks and the ecologist is likely to eae raterials
from any of these discipliness Indeed, so common has this practice become that
me find whale areas named for two disciplines - blophysies, biochemistry, geo-
botanical prospecting, medical meteorology, medical entomology9 etc, The point
is that a jourmal or book published in nme field will often be neeued by some-
one la assothet field. Therefore, our Library cermet be etraeg in one area with-
out the requisite supporting atreugth in related areas, This is not intended
to advocate strength in every area, rather it is a plea for a laore realistic
concept of what a library collection should be aad do.

B. METHODOLOGY OF THIS STUDY

1, Discussioe. What are the quantifiable requirements, if any, for deter-
miniag the adequecy of a science/technology librely and how are they to be mess-
Jared? There is tio single criterion, other than the ability to satisfy a certaia
percentage of the demands made upon it, for determining the adequacy of a library
collection. Theee are, however, a number of quantitative standards which, whea
takea together, offer one a general perspective of the collection and a better
concept of that elusive factor "adequacy," These ars as follows: the holdings
of the library can be compared with titles listed in standard library checklists:
with the holdings of other libraries known for their competence in a field, with
lists of jouraals covered by indezing/abstracting services for the discipline,
with checklists of recommended books aad jouxaals for a particular discipline
pUblished by professional societies, with the references cited in terminal bib-
liographies, and against lists of their own pablications issued by the profes-
sional societiea. By usiag several of thesr criteria, it will be possible to
develop a more 'realistic picture of the adequacy of our Sceenee/Technology Li-
brary collectiees at Ideho. Admittedly, each of these constitutes a quantitae
tive neasure. However, the fatt that they are also meauures.to a degree of user
satisfaction (ability to Locate a given item) aad include the so-called "stand-
ard or best lists" should lemd them a qnalitative nature as well as a certain
degree of credence, There are a uunber of lists available from such professional
orgaalaations as the American Institute of Physics (6)0 Committee on the Under-
graduate Program in Mathematics (5), the Engineers' Council for Professional
Development (27), etcs Indeed, this author has encouraged the professional
groups, as those best informed about their tedhnical literature aad the ones
who etand to gain most from strong collections, to prepare sudh lists, The
responses to this suggestion have been mixed and not altogether positive, How-
ever, these lists would be of tremendous value to all parties concerned and
should be undertaken at the professional society, institute, etc, level by sub-
groups within these organizations created especially for this purpose, Another
point worth considering here is the ability of the Library to satisfy requests
made for items listed in terminal bibliographies* Of all the criteria listed
this, together with the selective lists and guides prepar d by professional
groups, cone closest to being qualitative in natuxe, since both are defined and
inclusion is presumably limited to the "best" aad most "pertinent" to the sub-
ject discussed. Inclusion in such a bibliography is therefore at least, partial-
ly a qualitative matter, aad library holdings of these titles then become of
related qualitative significance. Granted that this assumptiaa is not always
valid end granted that anyone who buys a title - either journal or monograph -
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simply because it appears on
have some yardsticks against
membering, however, that our
text of the curricular patte

a given list is less than intelligent, we at least
%shies to reasure the value of our collection - re-
library collection must be evaluated ia the con-
ra gad researh interests at Idaho.

UndoUbtedly there exists a deftaite relationship between the size of a
given collectiaa and the ability of that collection to respond to the needs of
its clientele. This can and should be espressed in terms of a probability.
The larger the collection becoses, the greater is the probability that it will
meet the needs of ite patronsr assuming the collection has been intelligently
selected. But since the Library must be concerned with limitations of time,
staff, money, aad space, the problem becomes one of determiatag the optimum
size. Essentially, what is being measured then is not the qualityeor size of
a colleetion but the probability that a given group of books and serials will
be able to satisfy the needs of its clientele.

The Library is fully cognizant of the pitfalle and fallacies tavolved ia
any qeantitative evaluation of Library facilities. Nothing can be quite so
misleading as statistics. This is especially true for a library collection
where quautitative figures bear little rolatieuship, other than an increase in
che probateklity of satisfaction, to the quality of tke collection. The author
is net unmindful of this situation. However, while figures do not give the
whole story they do form a sigaificaat portion of the story aad any attempt to
determine a collection's value to its public must include some statistical in-
formation.

A fiaal sord should be said in regard to the use of checklists. No library
should accept everything nentioned in aay given list simply because it appeared.
on that list. This would sooa lead to national disaster with libraries become
ing carbon copiee of one another. Each library must seek its own individuality
in terms of the people who are to use the collections. Lists are at best guides
and not authorities. Here the matter of judgement is critical to the growth
of a significant library collection. Aad it should be emphasized agate that
the entire selection process is best thought of as a continuing dialogue between
librarians, faculty, and students in their pursuit of a common goal - excellence.

2. What Are The Criteria. The criteria against which we shall weasure
our Library are as follows:

1) Row do mu* holdings compare with lists of recommended library
materials published by the various professional societies?

2) How nany of the publications issued or sponsored by these profes-
sional societies does the Library receive?

3) What percentage of the itens cited in sigaificaat terminal bib-
liographies is the Library able to supply?

4) What index aad abstract coverage is available for a discipline
and how adequate is our coverage?

5) What percentage of the serials covered by the significant iadexe
ing or abstracting services can the Library supply for a given discipline?

6) How many of the publications (both serial and monographic) men-
tioned in the so-called "standard" checklists can we provide?

7) How wall do Idaho's holdiage coapare with the guides to the
literature (both continuing and nonerecurring) which have beaa published?
Sex addition to the general checklists mentioned above, the scientist and en-
gineer have available to them a number of new subject oriented guides to the
literature. These can be extreeely helpful both to the novice aad to the
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axperienced library user. Two publishers, Interscience aad Pergamon, have an-
nounced a series of these guides, w!th each volume devoted to a particular sub-
ject. A selected list of literafUre guides available at Idaho follows: atomic
energy (20); biology including the related fields of bacteriology, aaatomy,
physiology, pathology, and biochemistry (4); chemistry (21); electrical engineer-
ing (22); and zoology (23).

C6 TECHNIQUES OF SELECTI9N

1. Available Aids. While the scholar is familiar with those jouraals in
h4a flald wh4eh earay hoeu rev4ewe, h° aey tenA t^ averleou ahe mere imporcantTV

general science periodicals which also contain critical reviews of new books
from all fields of science. Some of the better examples are: Science, Scien-
SAils.Anarican, Nature (London), or Amnion, Scientist; and he nay not even ba
awaze of the numerous sources weed by the scieace librarian in selecting books
for tila collection. Both Science and 'Nature issue annual compilations of new
science books. The Libran Journal issues am annual review of science books in
March. Stechert-Hafner Book News covers the foreign book field and is particu-
larly stroeg in its coverage of Handbuch and Traits sets as well as symposia,
conferencesa congresses, and meetings.

The American Book Publishing Record which appears monthly includes scien-
tific, medical, and technical books published in the United Stateso This is
cumulated annually into Aeerican Scientific Books which continues the earlier
book by Hawkins called Scientific, Medical, and Technical Bookse

Aside from the usual professional journals, where can the scientist or en-
giaeer normally expect to find reviews of the "best" books in his discipline?
The following is a list of general aids or indexes that are available to help
the scholar purchasing books for his discipline:

a) The Special Library Association has for nany years sponsored the Tech-
alma, Book Review Index which offers the reader excerpts from revieus appearing
in the711:70 current scieatific and technical trade journals 0.. Emphasis is
on the physical, earth, engineering, and nathenatical sciences with occasional
reviews of general science books as well as the life sciences, biology, zoology,
and agriculture. This index to book reviews which have appeared in the journals
should be thought of as an evaluative rather than as an announcement serviceo
It is compiled amd edited in the Science and Technology Department of the
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh.

b) New Technical Books: A Selective List With as.sylai..velmatima
published by the New York Public 111=y ".... is a selective list of noteworthy
American imprints in the Science aad Technology Dtvision of the New York ,

Public Library. Noteworthy foreign works 400 may also be iacluded from time to
time Subject emphasis is on the pure aad applied physical sciences, math-
ematics, engineering, industrial technology, and related discipliaes 000 with
books in the natural sciences included from tine to time* GOO The books, in-
eluding reference works, range from technician and introductory-college level
to highly specialized advanced graduate and researCh level Q.."

a) Choice: Books For Wale Librarios is a publication of the Associa-
tion of College and Research Libraries. It contains critical reviews of new
books selected for the liberal arts curriculum from those published in the
United States and Canada. The reviewers teach umdergraduate and graduate courses
in junior colleges, colleges, and universitieee "tee It., reviews approximately



90Z of the American university press pUblications and most of the serious fic-
tion end non-fiction of American Coamercial publishers .0. Choice is especially

noted for its comparisons of new books with those long established as the out-
staading works in their fieid."

d) gaimaBooks: A, gastaa Review is a publicatien of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science. It includes trade books, textbooks,
and reference books in the pure and applied sciences for students in the elee
cautery and secondary grades as well as the first two yeaxs of college. To a

limited extent it covers advanced and professioual books for students and teach-
ers. For each it gives an evaluative eanotation of about a paragraph with VIAP
tations regarding reader level and whether highly recommended, recommended, ac-
ceptable, or not recommended.

2. "iree Material. All libraries find themselves occasionally in the pore-
doxical situation of having to refuse so-called free materials. The paradox
lies in the fact that there is no such thing as a free publication, since all
library materials cost money to organize, process, and store, however, there
is a vast amount of material which car be obtained for a very small initial

cost. Such material will enable a library to increase the usefulness of its
collections substantially when it is chosen with care. Thie Library receives,
as do nest libraries, a constant stream of such material both as a direct gift

anc: on exchange. It comes in the form of house organs, eunual reports, news-
letters, progress reports, experiment station publications (eagineering and
agricultural), state, museumosociety publications, etc., etc. This Library
mites a special effort to kesP naterial vhich supports tae curriculum, contains
material of a scholarly nature, is indexed, is of interest to the faculty, or

appropriate to this geographical region. Following these guidelines the
eebrary has a fairly complete collection of agricultural experiment station
publications. The collection of engineering experiment station publications
is grawiag and greater emphasis is being placed upon obtaining the publications
in edning and geology issued by local, regional, or national agencies. We new
receive engineering publiaations from twenty experiment stations on a regular
basis. With the exception of material from the U.S. Geological Survey and the
U.S. Bureau of ?Ines which comes automatically, the Library's holdings for this
type of material in the earth sciences axe at best weak. Oe a regular basis
the Library receives publications from only five state bureaus of mines and
these axe far from complete..

The Library currently receimes publications Zrom twenty-three state aca-
demies of science as opposed to the eight we were receiving in 1.9590 Some of
these are free ead some like the Annals and Traneactions of the New York Aca-
demy of Scieuces are quite expensive. The quality of the work published varies
fram the 1,-eofassional scholarly articles published in there's= of the Michigan
Academy of Science, Arts, and Letters to the local amateurish work published
by some Atademies. The emphasis in these Academy of Science piblications has
been heavily ia the biological sciences, but more and more papers in the physi-
cal and mathematical sciences are findieg their way into this medium. These
pUblications deserve more attention than they have had in the past and soma
consideration will have to be given to closiag the gaps in the more inportant
sets, particularly those from the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences,
the Proceedines of the Acadeue of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, and the
maga, of the New York Acadeny of Sciences.



3. jkacoAmmeggspA For rhe Sciance/Tectmaoirriejampa.

a) That each Department continue to survey, the Library holdings for
it discipline and to make appropriate recommendations to the Library.

b) That each Department encourage the professional organizations for
their discipline to sponsor lists of recommended library materialso

c) Consideration be given to filling in the backfiles of general,
intardisciplinaryy periodicals, i.e., adsommo, Nature, ampaRendus, New
Scientist, etc. /`

d) That more attention be given to the acquisition of undergraduate
textbooks to supplement the reading of poorly prepared students and to assist
the scholar seeking a simple discussion of phenomena outside his fieldo

a) That continuous attention be given to library holdings at WSU so
that the best use cam be made of our library funds and so that area resources
can be developed to the advantage of both schools.

f) That a library representative or liaison officer be appointed at
a College and/or Department level to work with the librarian in tbe selection
of library materials.

g) That each Department on campus coordinate the growth of library
materials for their discipline with their Departmental counterpart on the WSU
campus in order that reglmal resources.may be strengthened,

4c Tables Showing General Breakdown Of The Collection.

ao TABLE I

LIBRARY HOLDINGS IN SCIENCE/TECHNOLOGY 1958-1967

BOOKS
Natural Sciences Applied Sciences

PERIODICALS
Natural Sciences Applied Scientes

1958 13,281 22,604 7,284 180172
1960 15,142 21,460 8,421 22w808
1962 17,665 25,535 9,795 24,764
1964 20,910 29,803 12,194 26,646
1966 23,778 30,206, 140426 270505,
1967 26,4901 31,4354' 1603411 2704514

be TABLE II

(From Farber's Classified List of Periodicals for the College Library) (13)

SUBJECT

Biology
Chemistry
General Science
Geography
Geology
Home Economics
Mathematics
Physics

2231.41.almaami1968)

11111111MMINIMINI

36 out of 36
21 out of 21
20 out of 20
10 out of 10
11 out of 11
17 out of 18
10 out of 11
19 out of 19

1959

Not Covered
86%

95%

Not Covered
82%

Not Covered
82%

95%

1968

100%
100%
100%

100%
100%
94%
91%

100%

1
Includes geography, anthropology, pure sciences (GS-GN, Q)
2Includes physical education, medicinew agriculture and technology (GV,R-r)

7
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C. TABLE III

(From Brown's Most-Cited Periodicals Lists)(26)

SUBJECT TITLES '* IDAHO cool 1959 1963

Botany 24 out of 25 87% 96%

Chemis try 23 out of 25 93% 93%

Entomology 21 out of 25 67% 84%

Geology 20 out of 25 80% 80%

Mathematics 19 out of 25 60% 73%

Physics 25 out of 25 80% 100%
Physiology 16 out of 25 53% 64%

Zoology 18 out cf 25 67% 72%

d. TABLE IV

(From Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory) (2) -

SUBJECT TITLES NOW AT IDAHO 1959 Jai

Aeronautics
Aviculture (including Dairying

and Livestock)
Biological Sciences (tacluding

General Biology, Biophysics)
Botany
Chemistry (not included below)

Analytical
Biological
Organic
Physical

Crystallography

Cytology and Histology
Electricity and Magnetism
Engineering (not including below)

Chemical
Civil
Electrical
Mechanical

EntomOlogy
nth and Fisheries
Forest Sciences (not including below)

Lumber and Wood
Conservation

Genetics
Geology (not including below)

Geography
Mines and Mineral Resources
Geophysics
Paleontology
Water and Water Supply
Metallurgy
Meteorology
Oceanography

Mathematics

21 out of 233 Not Covered 9%

132 out of 654

59 out of 219
67 out of 152
45 out of 210
8 out of 20

18 out of 45
4 out of 21
7 out of 30
1 out of 7
7 out of 17

30 out of 313
25 out of 272

29% 20%

321%

43%
24%

Not Covered
Not Covered
Not Covered
Not Covered
Not Covered
Not Covered
Not Covered

114

15 out of 48 Not Covered
19 out of 137 Not Covered
See Electricity and Magnetism Above
15 out of 95 Not Covered 16%

52 out of 80 70% 65%

9 out of 61 19% 15%

29 out of 57 24% 51%

16 out of 46 Not Covered 35%

16 out of 65 Not Covered 26%

15 out of 29 Not Covered 52%

38 out of 167 23% 23%

19 out of 145 Not Covered 13%

19 out of 158 Not Covered 12Z
14 out of 57 Not Covered 25%

7 out of 28 riot Covered 25%
10 out of 87 Not Covered 12%

12 out of 251 Not Covered 5%
15 out of 49 Not Covered 331
3 out of 31 Not Covered 10%

53 out of 225 18% 24%

27%

44%

21%
40%

40%
19%

23%

14%

41%

9%
9%
31%

14%
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TABLE II/asp:Ws (con't)

Medicine 53 out of 1449 Not Covered 4%
Missiles and Space 8 out of 55 Not Covered 15%
Microbiology 8 out of 27 Not Covered 30%
Microscopy 3 out of 12 19% 25%
Nuclear Energy 14 out of 86 Not Covered 16%
Optics 9 out of 26 Not Covered 35%
Ornithology 7 out of 85 Not Covered 8%
Physics 48 out of 169 19% 28%

0 r
swilwirAlloby n-----A la/imam WVWLIMU dr. 4/iir

Veterinary Science 11 out of 66 36% 17%
Zoology 26 out of 124

e. TABLE V

(From Deason. A Guide To Science Reading)(3)

31% 21%

SUBJECT IDAHQ PERCENT

Anatomy 1 out of 6 17%
Animal Ecology 12 out of 21 57%
Biochemistry 8 out of 13 62%
Biogeography 4 out of 9 44%
Biology 9 out of 27 33%

Botany 4 out of 21 19%
Chemistry (not including below) 2 out of 18 11%

History of Chemistry 3 out of 11 28%
Inorganic 2 out of 7 29%
Organic 0 out of 4 0%

Earth Sciences (not including below) 5 out of 11 45%
Crystallography 2 out of 3 67%

Geophysics 4 out of 9 44%
History of Geology 4 out of 4 100%
Meteorology 2 out of 15 13%
Mineralogy 0 out of 4 0%
Oceanography 3 out of 8 38%
Paleontology 2 out of 5 40%

Engineering (not including below) 5 out of 14 36%
Aeronautics and Astronautics l out of 27 4%
Electrical 1 out of 30 3%

Nuclear 0 out of 3 0%
volution 15 out of 31 51%
Genetics and Heredity 13 out of 28 46%

Geography and Exploration 2 out of 12 17%
Histology and Cytology 2 out of 7 29%
Mammals 8 out of 14 57%
Mathematics (not including below) 11 out of 48 23%

Algebra 9 out of 18 50%
Calculus 3 out of 10 30%

Computers 1 out of 14 7%

Geometry 4 out of 14 29%

History of Mathematics 10 out of 17 59%

Probability and Statistics 5 out of 12 41%
Trigonometry 0 out of 3 0%



TABLE V Deason (conyt)

Medicine 4 out of 14
Microbiology 5 out of 14
Natural History and Conservation 11 out of 19
Physiology 7 out of 24
Physics (act including below) 7 out of 21

Atomic and Nuclear Physics 9 out of 40
Electricity and Munetiam 2 out of 16
Heat 0 out of 4
History of Physics 8 out of 26
Mechanics i out of 12
Optics 6 out of 12
Relativity 5 out of 10
Sound 3 out of 7

Zoology (not including below) 6 out of 16
Fish, Amphibians, Reptiles, Birds 6 out of 22
Invertc6rate 13 out of 19
Vertebrate 4 out of 13

f. TABLE VI

(CUM, ,Library, (5)

SECTION itaRA.E...,w_azat

Background sad Orientation 13 out of 14
Algebra 33 out of 38
Analysis 57 out of 73
Applied Mathematics 35 out of 57
Geometry - Topology 28 out of 38
Logic, Foundations and Set Theory 20 out of 23
Prdbability - Statistics 10 out of 17
Number Theory 12 out of 16
Miacallaneoua 18 out of 27

So

SUBJECT

29%
36%
49%
29%
33%
23%
13%
0%
30%

8%

50%
50%
49%
37%
27%
68%
31%

TABLE VII

(Voigt, Books For College Libraries) (9)

NUMBER LISTED Iliagatma

General Science (Q) 288 139
Mathematics (QA) 588 324
Physics (QC) 536 265
Chemistry (QD) 349 203
Geology (QE) 231 223
Natural History and Biology (QM) 386 220
Botany (QK) 129 105
Zoology (QL) 336 196
Bacteriology (QR) 37 29
Agriculture (S) 310 152
Civil Engineering (TkilH) 45 26
Mechanical Engineering (TJ) 40 16
Electrical Engineering (TX,' 88 27
Mining, Metallurgical and Petroleum: Engtaesr-

ins (TN) 45 18
Chemical Engineering (TP) 52 20
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PART II, ANALYSIS OF THE COLLECTION BY SUBJECT AREAS

A. MATHEMATICS

1. Discussion. Mathematics is a foundation discipliee. Not only is a

knawledge of mathematics essential to an understaading of our physical world,

but.many other disciplines lean heavily upon mathematics. It is Characteristic

of the literature of mathematics that much of it is stable with most of the work

done in the past still important today.

Idaho currently receives 53 serial titles in mathematics which represents

a 2657 increase over the 20 serial titles received nine years ago. This increase

has left us with naay incoeplete runs. Some consideration will have to be given

soon to filling in these backfiles. The Library has 10 of the 11 nathematics

journals mentioned in Farber (3)0 the Mathematical Gazette is missing, and 19

of the first 25 titles in Browe (26). We have 53 of the 225 journal titles from

at. mathematics section of Uirieh's (2) or 25%. This represents a 6Z increase

over 1959 when only 19Z of the titles were available in our Library. Idaho's

weakness continues to be foreign journals, both in English aad in other languages,

If the graduate program in mathematics is to develop, more foreiga titles will

have to be acquired. Abetter perspective of this problem can be obtained by

exanining Library holdings for the serials indexed in Mathematical Reviews.

Of the 885 titles covered by this indexing service the Library has only 169.

The titles not available at Idaho were, for the most part, those published out-

side the United States.

The book collection is small but capable of neeting most of the Department's

requirements at its present level of support. There are two importaat exceptions.

First, the Library should have more of the collected works by important nathema-

ticiaas such as AeF. Mobius, Pogorelov, Courant, Centor, Laplace, Cauchy, etc.;

and second, the need for general college textbooks continues to be pressing.

The latter is brought out quite clearly when comparing Library holdiags with

the titles listed in Deason (3). Of 136 titles the Library had only 43. Table

V gives a further breakdown of mathematics holdings by special areas taken from

Deasoa. The Library fared somewhat better with the more specialized titles in

the Basic Li_jata. List prepared by CUM for the Mathematical Association of

America (5). This list, covering publications up to 19640 is intended to pro-

vide a beginning nucleus for a mathematics collection. The Library has 226 out

of 303 titles included in the nine sections. Since many of these books are al-

ternate selections, this would indicate that the Library has a fair collection

of umdergraduate mathematics books. A breakdown of holdieee from the CUM list

is given in Table VI.

Both the American Mathematical Society and the Mathematical Association of

America have wall developed publishing programs. The Library receives all the

"subject oriented" publications of the Mathematical Association of Anerica aad

most of the publications from the American Mathematical Society. Many of the

serial publications from these two Societies come to the Library on a standing

order* There are, however, some deficiencies which should be noted. From the

AMS we do not have: Chinese Mathematicanale; Lectures InApolied,Mathematics

given at the summer seminar held at the University of Colorado0 1960; Mathemat-

ics of the USSReSbornik; ati....amautli of the USSR-Izvestiia4 P,oceedigg. of the

Steklov Institute of Mathematics in this Alaritm of Sciences of the USSR; Trans-

actions of the Moscow Mathematical LW= (in English); and Selected Papers of

Richard Von Mises, 2 vols. In addition, there are gaps in some of the titles

which the Library currently receives (see raconnendations section of this report



for a list of these). All of the current publications from the London Mathemat-
ical Society are coming to the Library with the exception of Russian Mathemati-
cal Surveys..

2. Recommendations - Mathematics.

a) That the Department review and make recommendations for the pri-
ority in which they wish the follawiag gaps filled:

LIBRARY HAS
1) Acta Mathematics (Uppsala). Vol. 1080 1962-
2) American Journal of Mathematics. Vol. 64, 1942-
3) London Mathematical Society; Journal, Vole 40 1965-

4) Mathematics, Magazine. Vol. 37, 1964-
5) Mathematical Society of Japan, Journal. Vol. 17, 1965-
6) WhImatieche Annalen. Vol. 1-152, 1869-1963; Vol. 158, 1965-
7) MathematischeZeitschrift. Vol. 1-50; Vol. 71-80, 1959-

1962/63; Vol. 870 1964-
8) Yokohm Mathematical Journal. Vol. 14, 1966-
9) SIAM Review. Vol. 5, 1963-

10) Journal Ftir Die Reine und Angewandte Mathematik. Vol. 225,
1967-

b) That the following journals be reviewed by the Department and a
priority assigned to each, indicating the order in Khich it should be purchased:

1) Paris. Univevsite, Institut Henri Poincare. Annalee.

Sections A and B
2) Annali di Matematica
3) Mathematical Gazette
4) Archiv der Mathematik
5) Commentarii MAthematici Helvatioi
6) Calcutta Mathematical Society. Bullettas

7) Journal D'Analvae Mathematique
8) Bulletin des Sciences Mathematioun
9) Proceedings of the Royal_ Society of Edinburgh, Sectian A

10) Edinburgh Mathematical Society,
11) Mathematical aad Physical Sciences
12) Mathematika
13) Chinese Mathematics-Acta
14) Journal of Differential Geomsta
15) Journal de avassal.amg, Purse et Avoliouees,
16) Royal Society of Edinburgh. plocee4ings,0 Section Aa Math/

Physics
17) Matematicheskii Sbornik

c) That the Department study the list of serials indexed iu Mathemat-
ical Reviews and, iu conjunction with their colleagues at WSU, make recommenda-
tions to strengthen regional resources.

d) That the Department consider a standing order for some of the more
important publishers series:

1) Studies In Logic and the Foundations of Mathematics (North-
Holland)

2) University Mathematical Texts (Interecience)
3) Athena Series-Selected Topics In Mathematics (Holt, Rinehart

and Winston)
4) Ergebuisse Der Mathematik und Ihrsr Grenzgebiete (Springer-

Verlag)
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5) Die Grundlehren der Mathematischen Wissenscheften (Springer-
Verlag)

6) Pura and Applied Mathematics (Academic)

sl) In accordance with Departmental recommendations the Library cow-
plete its holdiags of the following publications of the American Mathematical
Society:

1) Translations Series I aad Series /I
2) Selected Translations In Mathematical Statistics and Frobebil-

Jlt
PlreinclemA41.-tcs nf Cvaimmelada Tr: UttrA, Mo.f.bames44^^
Zarsaramsol. Zia* Ce441747:11=mos IntsitIVZ=zw=

4) Cjale ust .1...1.12 Publications

5) Mathematical SI.

Bo PHYSICS

lo Discussion. Physics is a discipline characterized by rapid change,
For our purposes it includes the related areas of astrophysics, heat, light,
sowed, electricity, mechanics, small particles, and magenetism. In physics, as
in most of the other sciences, the need for currency is of great consequence.
This makes the periodical literature og primary importancee A small core of
journals report a major share of the sigmificant work. This group is dominated
by the raatsal Review, Journal of Chemical Ilasics Nuovo Cimento, with four
or five other titles,

The Library currently receives 93 serials classified in physics (QC), in
contrast to the 23 physico journals we were receiving in 1958, or aa increase
of over 400%. Some of this increase is the result of reclassification, but
there has been substantial growth in this area. Ftom the sections in Ulrich's
(2) covering physics, nuclear energy, and optics, the Library has 71 out of 281
journals. The missimg titles are, for the most part, foreign journals or jour-
nals published in English covering fields which have only recently come into
prominence - cryogenics, vacuum technology, solid state physics, dielectrics,
and the laser/masero The Library now receives all of the titles mentioned by
Fafber (13), and 25 out of the first 25 most-cited physics journals mentioned
in Brown (26). Certainly it isn't necessary for this Library to acquire every
title noted in these lists. However, some of these jouraals do merit careful
consideration by the Department. The reader should consult the section of this
report giving recommendations for a list of prospective titles.

The American Institute of Physics has been putting a major effort into
documentation projects as well as into increasing the quality of the professional
literature in physics. Of the 21 journals sponsored and/or published by AIP
or by its member societies, the Library has 19, lacking the Program, of the
Acoustical Apisasx, of America, and the Physics, Teacher. Of the 11 Soviet jour-
nals whose translation into English is sponsored by AIP the Library has only 40
a poor showing indeed.

The combined Institute of Physics aad the Physical Society in Great Britain
publish three scientific joureals and an annual review. With the exception of
the Journal of Scientifis.Instruments the Library has a complete file for each
of these. The Library does not receive the new (1966) journal Balla Education,
Nor does it have many of the monographic publications sponsored by these two
professional groups. The melamila For Students Sevies Phala laasaa



Wimp and ltmstfuliaga of Conferences are all incomplete.

Coverage by physics abstracting aad indeximg serviess is edeqeeee far the
Library's present needs. There is a complete file of PhislaAbstraetst, end
Chemicalitbstraets which will serve most of the requirements of our faculty.
However as the physics program develops the Library should consider subscrib-
iag to e rurrert awaremess service and to some of the more specialized iadexieg
services such as Solid State Abstracts together with parts of the Bulletin
.Sellet1otiatA0

In 19640 tha AI? issued a paraphlet by Keetuso and Atherton (7) in which
the authors ranked journals and countries in the order of their contribution
to the 1961 volume of PlayAtaaltartsts. Yrom the list of journals having the
greatest number of abstracts in PA the Library currently receives 18 of the
first 20. The two not at Idaho were Russian laaguage journals which the Li-
brary has in English translation.

A comparison of monographic holdings with the physics titles listed in
Deason (3) revealed that many of the basic works by authors such as Gamow,
Ueisenberg, Plaack0 Bridgman; and da Costa Aadrade were missing. Out of the
148 titles mentioned by Deason the Library has 41. The reader should consult
Tables V ead VIA for more detailed breakdowa of physics holdings.

In 1966 the AIP pdielished a resiseet Check List of Books anl Periodicals
fer Lis.laurad Phvaics am= (6). This is a list of books aud jouraals
selected by seven colleges aad one uaiversity for their libraries. It consti-
tutes a well chosen nacleus for any physics library. The emphasis is on the
requirements for a basic undergraduate physics library with little attempt at
coverage of the specialized research areas. The list contains 2,028 monographic
aad 66 journal titles. The Library was able to supply 1,033 of the books and
57 of the journals. Missing journal titles from this list have been included
uader the reommendatiaas followiag this report and are marked AIP. Many of
the classic monographs axe missing aad for others our Library had only the old-
er editions.

The Library did not fare much better in its holdings of titles from the
Voigt (9) list with 265 out of 536 titles listed. After studying the Deason
(3)0 Voigt (9), and AIP (6) check lists, it would seem that not enough atten-
tion is being given te acquiring general (i.e0 basic to intermediate) books
which supply the background readings for madergraduate physics courses, and to
the acquisition of new editions.

Finally, ia order to round out the picture, the Library reviewed its ability
to satisfy requests for material from the physics faculty by counting items
listed in the terminal lbibliographies from the 1965 volume of Reports, on Pro-
am in 211221a0 This volume is a fair cross section of the current work be-
ing done in physics. It includes articles en neutrino physics, photo-conducti-
vity, crystal lattices, solid-state polymerization, etc. Of the approximateiy
1,556 cited items (books, journals, reports, etc.); the Library was able to
supply 1,1000 A large share of the items which could not be supplied were back-
files for journals currently received by the Library. This would indicate a
need for depth ia our holdings through the purchase of additional supporting
runs of journals. This is particularly critical for journals not available in
the Pacific Northwest. Some attention should also be given to acquiring more
of the published proceedings, symposia0 etc., from meetings of professional
groups. These constitute a large and very importaat segment of the physics
literature.
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The American Journa of itheaisji publishes at irregular intervals a series
of reeource 1etter7r=irtended to guide college physicists to some of the
literature amd other teaching aids that nay help them improve course contents
ta specified fields of physicsoe." While it is beyond the scope of this survey
t,L2 incorporate these resource letters tmto this report, the reader should be
*mare of tha existence of these lists of reconmended waterialq on such special-
ized topics as at/sulfa momentum, the evolution of energy concepts, nutleer meg-
notic reoonance, ate.

Recommendations ZhYOUs

a) That consideration be given to strengthening physics holdings by
completing or filling in selected backfiles for the followiag journals.

LIBRARY HAS
1) staauaumaszassimo volo 1-14, 17-18, 20, 1966-
2) Helvetica Dattsg. Acta. Vol. 32, 1959-

,

3) Journal of Nuclear kamax: Parts, A, Be and C. Vol. 21, 1967-
4) Journal of Scientific Instruments. Vol. 220 1945-
5) Journal of Vacuum Science and aplimigID Vol. 40 1967-
6) Nuclear Erlidamime Vol. 130 1968-
7) Nuclear Phaltsg,e, Vol. 740 1965-
8) Nuavo Cimento. Vole 11, 1959-
9) apala. Vol. 25, 1959-
10) pacceed:,....i.a..us of the 13ambridge_lualeatza§.2.satz: Mathe-

matical & aujaaiSciencese Vole 36, 1940-
11) Progress of Theoretical Physics. Vol. 210 1959-
12) Reve--=.0 gol. 420 1963-
13) Solid State Electronics. Vole 10, 1967-
14) Soviet Physics - Solid State. Vole 7, 1965-
15) Tellus. Vol. 17, 1965-
16) Indian journal of Pure and apiad_mt_.caPie Vole 59.1967-

b) That the following titles not now in the Library be reviewed by
the Department and recommendations made to the Library relative to which new
subscriptions are needed and in what priority they should be acquired:

1) Academy cf Sciences of the USSR. Bulletin (Izvestia) Atmos-
pheric and Oceanic Physics (AIP)

2) Acta Daval
3) bacroics and limilScience
4) Cahiers de Physique,
5) Chinese Journal of planta (AIP)
6) Communications In Mathematical 2.121ics
7) smaimmommulav A, Journal Ltssyszastia & Review.

(AIP)

8) Cryoflenics (London)

9) Czechoslovak Journal of ,Fhysics.
10) Dielectrics (Landon)
11) Fortschritte der Physik
12) Indian Journal. of Mau
13) Infraredamika
14) Institut Henri Poincare, Annales
15) International Journal of Solids and Structures
16) JETP Letters (AIP)
17) Journal of Apolied,igitov
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18) Journal of 12221114112411AUNUagi
19) Journal of the Mechanics and Itylisit of Solids
20) Materials Science and ao.v.ttains.
21) Nuclear Apalisaations

22) Nuclear 940141 and .Eastirmssi_na

23) Nuclear ama (London)
24) Nuclear Instruments and Methods (AIP)
25) Optica Acta
26) Physica, Status Solidi

27) Autsa
28) Physics Teacher (AIP)
29) Maam of the Acoustical Sijtalla of America
30) Solid State Abstracts (AIP)
31) Soviet Jouraal ot Nuclear ?hysics, (AIP)
32) Soviet avail - Semiconductors
33) Societ Physics - Technicalayetia (A1P)
34) Surface Science
35) Ultrasonics
36) Zeitschrift fUr Astrophysik (AIP)

c) That the Department consider the need for a current awareness
periodical on the order of Currant Papers In yg published by the Institu-
tion of Electrical Engineers*

d) That the book collection be reviewed aad more titles of general
interest be acquired as well as new editions for texts now aa the shelves.

a) That more attention be givaa to acquiring the published proceed-
ings of important meetings, symposia, colloquia, etc2

f) That the Department review the publications issued or sponsored
by the Institute of Physics and the Physical Society with tview to the acqui-
sition of those which support our researdh or curriculum* For example, the
Institute of Physics and Physical Society Conference, Series.

g) That consideration be given to acquiriag more publishers series
possessing the caliber of Cambridaaronoaraphl On Physics aad the Imam
Tracts .t.n. Natural Philosoptap

h) That all publications from the International Atomic Epergy Agency
be reviewed especially the jouraals Atomic EmuaRAview and Nuclear Fusion.

C. CHEMISTRY

1. Discussiono The Library is well equipped to support the Chemistry
Department in its three-fold mission of, 1) fundamental research, 2) serving
as a resource discipline for other programs on the campus, and 3) undergraduate
level teaChing. What weaknesses there are exist at the graduate level. How-
ever, the basic tools are available and the present level of support is suffi-
cient provided no new programs are inaugurated*

The Library currently receives 106 serials classified in the chemistry
(QE0 section. This compares quite favorably with the 40 serials in chemistry
and chemical technology which we received in 1959. All of the basic journals
are present and most have complete holdings. However, there are soma deficiee-
cies in our holdings of foreign journals. These have been noted at the end of
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this section, In the katuri there will be a greater need for RuSsian pUblica-
tionsi although there seems ta be no immediate demand.beyead what we already
have for these pdblicatians either in the origiaal or English laaguage edition,

44

The tibary rsceilies ailia has on file alithe monographwand serial publica-
tion4 of ihe' American CheMical Saciety with the eemeption Of the Sectional Jour-
nala#:as' viell as all periodicals (except the Russian journali in' tiauslatiaa)
and mist df -the monogrigohic publications from the Chemical Saciety of Great
Britaia. 'The Library also receives the major journals issued by the national
cheMical'sdaieties in Germany, India, Japan (the Bulletin only)0 France, Belgium,
Australia, Canada, etc,

The Library receives the journal phemistrv In Britain published by the Royal
Institute of Chemistry, but has none of the Lecture Series, MjjanalLis or ..R.W.V.46
'tram the'Instituti. Nor does the Library have the Jouraal of the Royal Institute

'ad Cbel 18tr which merged with the Proceediags, of the Chemical lesatilin 1964.
Th:library'iti Somewhat straager in its holdings of the publications fram the
Chemical Society, London. We regularly receive all parts of the Iouraal0 garr
rent Chemical Papers, Chemical Communications. 9susgslaReviews, and the Annual
'lama an the Pjzzaselcs of ,Chemistryp Howevero no systematic attempt is being
made to collect the Special Publications series of the Society, The Library has
aaly numbers 1, 90 110 15-17 of the 20 published so far. Three important Russian
jouraals are published monthly by the Chemical Society in English, They are
Russian Journal of Physical StamiLta, Russian Journal of Inorganic Cheztlab
!lawars spro arm
end Nmssian Chemical Reviews

0
None of these are available at Idaho.sseess.

'%- :,-Of the-326-serials listed in the chemistry section of Ulrich's (2), the
Library could supply 82. This represents a fair improvement over the 51 out of
210 *titles we had ia'1959. Ulrich divides the list of chemistry jouraals into
,five groups as follows: general, analytical, biological, orgauic, and physical,
The reader should see Table IV for a breakdown of Library holdings under each
group, This apparent shortage of journal titles is no great cause for alarm,
since many of those we did not have aere trade journals, industrial news letters,
sectional notes from local groups within the national societies, or publications
concerned with material of no iaterest at Idahod All of the titles recommended
by Farber (13) aad 23 of the first 25 from Brown (26) are now available at Idaho,
The Library has all of the journals listed in the 1966 report'of the Committee
aa Teaching Aids of the Advisory Council on College Chemistry (28)0 However,
from this list the Library was missing 5 of the 27 review serials mentioned and
some Hessian jouraalS in English translation. From this same report the Library
had 357 of the 548 monographic titles. Another indication of our utreugth in
monographic titles is the availability of 191 out of the 349 titles mentioned
in Voigt (9), Library holdings as given in this report, coupled with that from
the Guidelines, would seem to indicate that some purchasing of monographs will
be necessary in order to bring our holdings up to full strength. This will in-
clude the purchasing of new titles as well as sone vip-dating of editions now
available in the Library.

Another measure of the Library's ability to meat the needs of its clientele
is its ability to aupply :ems indexed in the standard services as well as those
meetioned in terminal bibliographies. Of the approximately 690 titles covered
by the index Chemical, Titles, the Library receives 232, Chemical Abstracts
indexes approximately 13,500 serial publications of which Idaho receives 360.
From Volume 6, 19640 el& lam= in Inorgaeic asmietrt the Library could supply
736 of 950 items and from Progress in Physial OrganiChemis Volume 3, 1965
the Library could supply 745 of 946 items, Although these are only two of the



many review serials in the chemistry section of the Library, they are typical
of our ability to supply material and indicate fair holdings.

One type of publication in which we are weak is the multivolume Treatise
or Handbuch, While we do have complete holdings of such important sets as
Beilstein; Houben-Wey1; Elsevier; Sneed, Maynard and Brastea; Kolthoff; and
Weissberger, we lack many other important series. We do not have Fresenius
and G. Jander, Handbuch der habsjasheaChemie, nor does tbe Library have more
than a dozen of the 190 plus sections of Gmelin. The Department may also wish
to consider purchasing new editions of Heilbron aad Rodd since they are in
Engl4eh and somewhat easier to use than Bellsteiu.

2. Recommendations,- Chemistry

a) That the Department consider purchasing the new editions of either
Heilbron Dictiontla of Orial.nic Compounds, 4th ed. 1965 (Library has 1953 edition)
or Rodd's Cludasx. of Carbon azgadllo 2nd ed., 1964- (Library has 1951 edi-
tion).

b) That consideration be given to placing staading order for publish-
ers aeries such as:

1) Addison-Wesley Series In Chemietu
2) McGraw-Hill Series In Advanced Chemistrv
3) Pergamon Press Internationa1lcclotlihsia...a...al Chem-

istr and Chemical physics
4) Pergathou Press International Series of Monographs on Oricaric,

Chemistry
5) the Special.publication Series from the Chemical Society

c) That the Department recommad the priority in which it wishes the
following gaps filled:

LIBRARY HAS
1) Acta Czi.stssicao Vol. 1-6, 12, 1959-
2) Advacettin Colloid Science, Vol. 1, 3
3) Advstes in Sze.szo. Vol, 1, 2, only
4) Applied Sastioscopy. Vol. 200 1966-
:i) Arkiv fgt. Kemi. Vol. 23, 1965-
6) Chemical Society of Japan. Bulletin, Vol. 222 1949-
7) Collection of Czechoslovak Chemical Communications,. Vol. 24,

1959-
8) Gazzetta CLimica Italiana. Vol. 89, 1959-
9) Indian Chemical Society. Journal. Vol. 34, 1957-
10) Journali. of Vol. 5, 1966-
11) Journal of prlanometallicamata, Vol, 5, 1966-
12) Monatshefte fur Chemie, Vol. 1-74, 90, 93, (1962)-
13) Suomen Kemistilehti, Vol, 352 1962-
14) Talanta, Vol. 11, 1964-

d) That the following titles not now in the Library be reviewed by
the Department and recommendations made to the Library relative to which new
subscriptions ae needed and in what priority:

1) Advances in Colloid and Interface Science
2) Advances in QuantumChemistrv
3) Annales de Chemie
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4) yortschritte der Chemischen Forachung (Springer)
5) Indiau Journal of Chemistry (Pergamon)
6) kaszemis Chemica Atte
7) Israel Journal of tem.ataCt
8) Journal of Analytical Chemistry, USSR (translation of Zhurnal

Analiticheskoi Khimii)
9) MakrotolekulareChemie
10) Progress in Reaction Kinetics (Pergamon)
11) Progress in Solid State Chemistry (Pergamon)
12) Progress in Stereochgata.
13) Radiochitica Acta
14) Russian Chemical Reviews
15) Russian Journal of Inorganic atatam (translation of Zhurnal

Neorganicheskoi Khimii)
16) Russian Journal of Physical Chesil...situ. (translation of Zhurnal

Fizicheskoi Khimii)
17) Theoretica Chimica Acta

D. *EARTH SCIENCES

1. Discussion. The College of Nines has suffered for many years from an
acute ladk of funds affecting all Departments within the College. Therefore,
first prtority-should be given to the task of recovering the ground lost over
the years when there were no funds available for books or journals. Such'a re-
covery prograt was initiated two years ago and must continue if the College is
to have the necessary library resources to support the needs of its curriculum
and staff research. Indeed, some kind of special library appropriation will be
required just to purchase the necessary backfiles to support the current research
programs within the College.

In addition to the traditional fields of geology, geography, mineralogy,
and paleontology, this section will briefly review Library holdings in the nu-
merous areas related to the earth ociences such as metallurgy, meteorology, geo-
physics, geochemistry, hydrology, seismology, speleology, volcanology, etc.
Because of the curricular pattern within the College, it will also cover mining,
metallurgical, petroleum, and geological engineering.

Unless there is a major shift in Vie curriculum or in the research interests
within the College, the present level of support is sufficient for such fields
as mineralogy, geophysics, metallurgy, meteorology, seismology, petrology, and
paleontology. The greatest needs are presently in the areas of mining engineer-
ing, geography, geochemistry, and hydrology with sous attention given to volcan-
ology. Hydroloay ie sl area of special importance to Idaho because of the
stat's growing interest iu her water resources.

The Library has the basic journals and a passable book collection for min-
eralogy, meteorology, metallurgy, geophysics, seismology, petrology, and pale-
ontology, although the holdings for journals in paleontology lack depth since
most of them started coming to Idaho within the past three years. Some new
titles will raaad to be added as the metallurgy program develops, particularly
in the areas of crystallography and ceramics. The number of journals currently
received in each of these disciplines is as follows: mineralogy 5, geophysics
12, seismology 1, petrology 2$ paleontology 7, volcanology 2, speleology 0,
meteorology (QC 851) 10, metallurgy (TS) 9, geochemistry 2, hydrology 12, geog-
raphy (Q) 14, mining.and petroleum engineering (TN) 45, and the aggregate earth
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sciences (all QE) 81. It is possible to obtain some perspective on these hold-
ings by comparing what the Library has with the number of titles listed for
each disciplene in Ulrich's (2) as follows: earth sciences, 38 out of 167;

meteorology, 15 out of 49; water and water supply, 10 out of 87; metallurgy,
12 out of 251; geophysics, 14 out of 57; mines and mineral resources, 19 out
of 158; paleontology, 7 out of 28; and geography, 19 eut of 145, A special

list of curreat geographical serials in English was prepared by Harris (25) iu
1964, The Library can supply only 27 of the 117 titles listed, This is not a
strong showing and euphasizes the need for more serials in all areas, particu-

larly for serials published outside the U.S,

It is apparent from the above figures that much work remains to be done
by the Library and the College in developing library resources. This is es-

pecially true of foreign titles, including those in English as well as those

in other laaguages, In addition, more consideration must be given to acquir-
ing enough depth in the present journal filee to permit thorough retrospective
literature searches. In considering titles to be added to the collection, it
will be especially important to obtain more of the publications from the national
end professional societies as well as from appropriate governmental agencies
at the national, provimcial, or state level.

Some years ago (1962) the Engineer's Council For Professional Development
prepared a Selected LillazigaBlay. of EngineerinASeblects for Metallurgical'
algai and Geoloeiealada (27d)0 From this list, the Library can sup-

ply 128 out of 278 titles. Although this list is now seriously dated, much of
the material is basic and should be available on this campus, More information
on library holdings in the earth sciences can be obtained from Tables V and VII

for Deason (3) and Voigt (9).

Another measure of a library's completeaess is its ability to supply mate-
rial covered by the standard indexing/abstracting services for a particular
discipline, In this conaection the Library ranks as follows: from the Bibli-

peraphy of North Anerican Geolotiv the Library receives 215 of the 554 titled
indexed, from the Btblimsadu and Index of Geology, Exclusive of North America
the Library receives 94 out of 436 serials, a poor showing indeed. Since the
Library does not receive Geomoreholo4ical, Abstracts publishee by the Departuent
of Geography, London School of Economics, it was iupossible to compare our
holdings with those covered by this service,

Publications of international congresses as well as those issued or spon-
sored by the professional sccieties are aa esieecially importaat segment of the
earth science literature. Worth special consideration are publications from

the following: International Geographical Congress (the 20th was held in 1964.

Library has only the 17th), International Geological Congress (Library has 18th-
21st), Geological Society of America, American Geological Institute, American
Meteorological Society, American Society For Metals, all member groups of the
American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical, aad Petroleum Engineers, Societe
Geologique de France, Deutschen Geologischen Gesellschaft, Australasian Institute
of Mining and Metallurgy, South African Institution of Mining and Metallurgy,
Institute of Metals, Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, American
Association of Petroleum Geologists, American Geographical Society, Association
of American Geographers, etc,

The Library has all of the publications of the Geological Society of
America with the exception of EAgineerinlaw.mx Case Histories for which only
numbers 2-5 are available at Idaho° The Library is not quite so strong in its
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holdings of publications from the Anarican Geological Institute, lacking all of
the traasiated monographs and the English translation of the Earth Science sec-
tion from pokladv,, Nor does the Library caatain the International Field Institute
Guidebooks for Brazil and the Paris Basin, the book on the Chain Silicates by

Appleman, aad the Geological Data Sheets, all of which are published by the
A.G.I0

The American Meteorological Society has aa equally strong publishing program.
The Library has current subscriptions to each of the four periodicals and to the
abstracting service published by the AMS. However, the Library has complete
files for only the abstracting service and the Journal of Applied Meteorolonx0
Of the 8 books, historical nonographs, and conference proceedings published by
the Society, the Library has four. We need one of the translations and could
use their cumulative list of translations. The Library has a staadiag order for
all Meteorologicaljeammill and now owns all parts which are in print, The
send-popular journal Weatherwise published a list of English language books and
journals ia meteorology in 1965 (24)0 From this list the Library has 12 of the
17 periodicals and 47 of_the 124 books listed. Missing from our collection were
the popular non-fiction read by the educated layman and the elementary texts,
Our holdings were much stronger in the "Advanced Texts" and "Special Subject"
portions of this list.

The Library has a well stocked collection of U0S0 Government documents and
is equipped to auswer requests for most of the publications from the U.S. Geol-
ogical Survey and the U.S. Bureau of Mines. The only exceptions to this are
those few items from the Bureau or the Survey which do not cone as depository
items. Here the only significant gap exists ia U.S.G.S. Circulars for which the
Library has large and irregular gaps.

2. Recommendations - Earth Sciences,

a) That a systematic effort to exchange professional publications with
other national, local, and regional groups be initiated in the Library with the
help of College of Mines personnel. It is anticipated that such a program would
offer publications from the College on an exchange basis with the permission of
the Dem and with all material coming directly to the Library. This program
could well begin by exploring exchange agreemaats with the following: all states
bordering Idaho especially Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries,
the California Division of Mines (Bulletin, Reports, Mineral Information Service
and ;:iaacial Reports), Canadian Department of Mines and Technical Surveys (Mineral
Reports, Mineral Information Bulletin, Research Report, Techaical Bulletin and
Water Survey Reports), Canadian Geological Survey (Bulletin, Economic Geology
Series), etc,

b) That more attention be given to acquiring the professional mono-
graphic publications from the following Institutes, Associations, and Societies
on standing order:

1) Anericaa Association of Petroleum Geologists. Library has
Memoirs 1 and 2 only.

2) Association of American Geographers, Monograph, Series. Li-
brary has numbers 1, 2, 4.

3) Caaadiau Institute of Vining and Metallurgy, Special Volumea.
Library has number 8 only6

4) Chicago. Univeroity. Department of Geography. Library has
numbers 22, 390 500 53, 57, 61, 63, 64-67, 69-109, 111
to date.
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5) Geological Society of America, Engineering Geology Case
Histories. Library has numbers 2-5 (1964).

6) Institute of Metals (Great Britain) Monograph and Report
Series. Library has numbers 1, 3, 7, 28.

7) Lund Studies in Geography. Library has Series Al nothing,
Series B, numbere 24, 26; and Series C, numbers 1 and 2.

8) Metallurgical Society (A/ME), Conference Volumes. Library
has number 27 only, the Sorby Centennial Symposium.

9) Society of Economic Paleontologists and Mineralogists, gur
cial Publication. Library has numbers 7, 10, 12, 13.

c) That the staff within the College of Mines review the following
list and indicate to the Librsry which gaps it wishes filled and in what prior-
ity:

LIBRARY HAS
1) Australian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, gEa.

No. 223, 1967-
2) Beitrage zur Minera1gAilLund,Petro2raahie. Vol. 11, 1964-
3) Bulletin de la Societe Geologioue,de France. 1954-1957, 1962-
4) Bulletin of Canadian Petroleumagamo Vol. 13, 1965-
5) Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, Transactions.

Vol. 35-50 (1932-1947) and Vol. 68, 1965-
6) Canadian meggassaso Vol. 7, 19621
7) Chemie Der Erde. Vol. 24, 1965-
8) ClasoissIdes Mines et de la Recherche Miniere. Vol. 35,

no. 318, 1967-
9) max, Minerals Bulletin. Vol. 5 (no. 27), 1962-
10) Earth Science. Vol. 18, 1965-
11) Geological Association of Canada. Proceedings. Vol. 1-5,

16, 1965-
12) Geological Society of Australia, Journal. Vol. 14, 1967-
13) Geological Society of Japan, Journal. Vol. 7, 1965-
14) Geological Society of South Africa, Transactions. Many gaps

need filling.
15) Geoledie en Millema. Vol. 42 and 44, 1965-
16) Institution of Mining & Metallurgy, London. Transactions.

Vol. 8-21, 36-38, 52-73, 75 (1966)-
17) International Mineral Processing Congress. Numbers 5 (1960),

6 (1963), 7 (1964)
18) Journal of the Less Common Metals. Vol. 5, 1963-
19) Methods in atchgailta, and 9.222halsa. Numbers 3 and 4.
20) -microoaleontology, Vol. 11, 1965--
21) tuagalmasaa, Magazine. Vol. 31, 1956-
22) Norsk Swag& Tidsskrift. Vol. 45, 1965-
23) Palaeontology; Vol. 8, 1965-
24) Potermanns EzumplachatialtelluneB.A. Vol. 111, 1967-
25) 'Professional gessmaer. vol. 16, 1964-
26) Sedimentolm. Vol. 4, 1965-
27) Tiidschrift. Voor Ecanomische en Sociale Geografie. Vol. 58,

1967-
28) Zeitschrift der Deutschen Geologischen Gesellschaft. Vol.

114, 1962-

d) That the following titles not now in the Library be reviewed by
the College and recommendations made to the Library relative to which new sub-
scriptions are needed and in what priority:
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1) Academy of Sciences of the USSR. Bulletin (Izvestiya). At-
mospheric and Oceanic Physics Series. English edition*

2) Academy of Sciences of the USSR. tklad0 Earth Sciences
Sections. English edition*

3) Acta Sulaaisit
4) Atkiv for Geofysik
5) Afkiv for Mineralogi och Geologi,
6) Association de Geographes Francais. Bulletin
7) Atmosphere,
8) Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy. ProceedingS,
9) Australian clitammila
10) Anstralian Gulgraphical Studies
11) Australian Institute of Metals. Journal
12) British Ceramic Society, Journal, Proceedings, & Transactions
13) British Museum (Natural History) Bulletin. Geology
14) Bulletin of American Paleontologv
15) Bulletin of Canadian Meteorology,
16) Bureau de Recherches Geologiques et Minieres* Bulleti:
17) Canadian Geophysical Bulletin* Annual
18) Canadian Geotechnical Journal
19) Chemical Geologv
20) Coal Mining Institute of America. Proceedings
21) Colliery, EagineerinK (London)
22) Corrosion Prevention and Control
23) Cushman Foundation For Foraminiferal Research, Contributions
24) Earth aad planetary Science Letters
25) ,Eclogae, aslogicae, Helvetiae

26) Erdkunde: Archiy ftir Wissenschaftliche Geographie
27) Fortschritte der Minerallukt
28) Geo_Arafisk Tidsskrift
29) Geological Society of India. Bulletin
30) Geological, Mining and Metallurgical Society of India. Bul-

letin
31) Geologist's Association. Proceedings
32) Indian Geographical Journal
33) Institute of British Geographers, Transactions. & Publications
34) International Journal of Powder Metallurgy
35) International Journal of Rock Mechanics.and Mining Sciences
36) International journal of Speleoloa
37) Israel Journal of Earth Sciences
38) Japanese,Journal of Geology, aad Geograpim (text in English)
39) Journal of Cryatallography
40) Journal of Physics of the Earth
41) Marime Geology
42) ALALLEALI (Great Britain)
43) 'Minerals Processing
44) Mainland Mineral Engineering_ (London)
45) MIgnAElectrical and Mechanical Engineer,
46) Mining (London)

47) Modern Metals
48) National Speleological Society. Bulletin
49) Neues Jahrbudh FUr Geologie und Palliontologie. Abhandlundan

and Monatshefte
50) New Zealand Geographer,
51) .Pjamol.)otau and Palynology
52) Paleantolo$iical Journal. Translation from the Russian spon-

sored by AGI
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53) Sediment= Geology
54) Societe Beige de Geologie, de Paleontologie et d'Hydrologie.

Bulletin
55) Societe Geologique de Belgique. Annales
56) South Africaa Mita& and amaximalmALJoulnuil
57) Soviet laaluScience

58) laamatata
59) Taehermaks Diamassituldund Darseampl..lischemj..twiumea
60) Zeitschrift Angewandte Geoloeie.
61) Zeitachrift 17; Geonhysik
62) Zsitschrift fUr Kristalloeraohie

a) That the faculty within the College of Mines be asked to review
:he missing books as listed in Voigt (9) and Deason (3) in order to submit titles
they wish to purchase.

f) That consideration be given to the acquisition of selected pub-
lishers series on standing order. The Library now receives on standing order,
jamlom.2.1.....nts in sallawalut (American Elsevier), end International Series of
umjagraphaMo In Earth Sciences (Macmillan). Consideration should be given to
adding to this list the Foundations of Earth Science Series (Prentice-Hell);
International seat-aim Series (Academic), with Minerals, Rocks, and latraaata
Materials (Springer-Verlag) plus any additional series the staff ia the College
may indicate.

E. BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES (PLANT KINGDOM)

1. Discussion. The Library collection for botany (W) is moderately well
prepared to meet the demands currently being made upon it by faculty and stu-
dents. In addition to supporting the curricular and research needs of the staff
in the Department of Biological Sciences, Library holdings in the plant sciences
are importaat resources for many other disciplines on our campus. As the re-
search interests of the faculty grow, especially those within the Department,
the collection will have to follow suit. Primarily, this means the emerging
of special fields of excellence withim the Library collection, an increase in
the number and type of foreign publications, more foreiga language publications,
and the acquisition of more ephemeral or seldom used types of library material.

The Library has made considerable progress iu recent years, especially in
the areas of plant physiology aad mycology. Many new journals have been added
in a variety of subjects. The reader will note evidence of this in the large
number of journals for which our holdings begin in the early 1960's. Most of
the basic journals are available at Idaho with complete holdings, for example,
Aaerican Journal of .p.solAtiat, Botanical Gazette, etc. The Library currently re-
ceives 76 serials in the plant sciences, including journals in botany, plant
physiology, mycology, phytopathology, etc., aad can supply 24 of the first 25
most cited serials listed in Brown (26). The only title mentioned in Brown
not available at Idaho, Jahrbuch fUr Wissenschaftliche Botanik, has ceased and
there is some question about the wisdom of having a set at both Idaho and WSU.

Of the serial titles listed trader botany in Ulrich's (2) the Library can
supply 67 out of 152e The more important missing titles have been submitted
with the recommendations section of this report. The Library fared somewhat
better in its ability to supply items maationed in terminal bibliographies.
From the 1963 volume of Advances in Botanical Research the Library was able to
supply 438 of the 693 items mentioned. One rather interesting fact which emerged
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from this survey was the frequency wf,th which journals normally thought of as
being outside the field of botany are cited in the botanical literature, This

is much more than a matter of one or two references. It involves the frequent
and consistent use of journals from other fields to.support certain types of
botanical research. These include such journals as the Review, the
Journal of Chemical Physics, Journal of the American Chovicalas111125 etc*
This same observation also applies to the so-called "general" science journals
which attempt to publish material from all fields, i0e00 Nature (London), Science,
Natumissenschaften, iroseec..aus. of the National Asa= of Science (Washingtcn),

etc, These also appeared with consistent regularity tm the terminal bibliogrtph-
1.4% evere.41a1.0a newomlcat.es nr tumor nem.loiAs rime lot Teich^

drwm masoa ---r----

Indeed, botany suffers as much as any of the other disciplines from a lack of
material ia supporting disciplines, In addition to the examples given above,
soma support will have to be given to the gncillary areas of molecular biology

and genetics.

As far as the monographs were concerned, the Library has the basic reference
tools mentioned by Ewan (16) and many that he did not mention, With the excer-
tion of regianal floras covering areas outside the U.S", the Library is well
prepared to meet the demands made upaa it for general botany sources, having
high percentage of the titles listed in bath Voigt (9) add Deason (3). Some
notable exceptions were Gordon E0 Fogg's book, the Metabolism of Alm. (1953),
David D, Davies book, Intermediga Metabolism In Plants (1961), and Jacques
Barrau's Plants and the Migrations, of Pacific &maim; A Sym23.22 (1963),

On the basis of the evidence submitted above it would appear that the Li-
brary is well equipped to fill the needs for so-call "standard" journals and
texts, and ready to begin specializatioao.i0e., the collection of research ma-
terials beyond the basic publications necessary for work at the undergraduate

or master's levels, In following such a course it is absolutely essential that
the Library have the full cooperation and guidance of the Department,

2. Recommendations - alassisaLaiimsti

a) That consideration be given to acquiring all publications from the
International Congresses of Botany. Sessions 1-4, and 6 (1900-1935) have been
reprinted and are available at this writing, The Library has numbers 4 (1926)0
6 (1935), 7 (1950), and 9 (1959),

b) That the following titles mat now in the Library be reviewed by
the Department and recommendations made to the Library relative to which new
subscriptions are needed and in what priority8

I) AnRewandte.Botanik
2) Botanical Minim. (rokyo)
3) Botaniska Notiser
4) "CI=Botanical Magezine
5) Dansk Botanisk Arkiv
6) Feddes Rammulta; Zeitschrift fUr Botanische,Taxanomie und

Geobotanik
7) Fortschritte der Botamik
8) Friesia
9) Genetica ARraria
10) penetika
11) Journal of Biochemical;Genetics
12) Linnean Society of London, Proceedings (Botany)
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13) Mutation Research
14) New Zealand Journal, of kesta=
15) Varreichische Botanische Zeitschrift
16) Pollen et $oores
17) Pflanzenschutz-Berichte
18) Societe Royale de Botanique de Belgique. Bulletin.

19) Zeitschrift Ealampluisasalt
20) Zeitschrift, fur Pilzkunde

c) That the Department recommend to the Library the priority in which
it wishes the following gaps closed:

LIBRARY HAS
1) Acta Botanica Neerlandica. Vol. 120 1963-
2) Aibliptheca Botanica. No. 125, 1963-
3) Botanische JahrbUcher fUr avatematik..., Vol. 81, 1962-
4) Botanisk Tideskrift. Vol. 59, 1963-
5) Deutsche Botanische Gesellschaft, Berichte. Vol, 76, 1963-
6) Floras Volt 152, 1962-
7) Fortschritte der Botanik. Vol. 20, 1957-
8) gusillitt. Vol. 20, 1965-
9) Indian Journal of Genetics and Plant Breedina. Vol. 27, 1967-
10) Indian Journal of Plant phvsiolosv,. Vol. 5, 1962-
11) Journal of Molecular Biology, Vol. 2 (1960), Vol. 8, 1964-
12) Kew Bulletin* Vol. 16, 1962-
13) La Cellule: Recueil de itislosit et salatejaali. vol. 66,

1966-
14) Linnean Society of London. Journal. Vol. 53, 1946-
15) &samatagall et &ssasAaaaasosta, Vol. 16, 1962-
16) Nova Eedwiaia, Vol. 9, 1965-
17) Persoonia. Vol. 3, 1964-
18) Planta. Vol. 52, 1959-
19) Revue Generale de Botaniaue. Vol, 70, 1963-
20) Societe Botanique de Frahce. Bulletin. Vol, 109, 1962-
21) Societe Fraacaise de Physiologie Vegetale. Bulletins Vol.

9, 1963-
22) Societe Mycologique de France, Bulletin Trimestrie4 Vol.

80, 1964-
23) Taxan, Vol. 110 1962-

F. BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES (ANIMAL KINGDOM)

1. Discussion, With the possible exception of a few specialized areas,
one of which is entomology, Library holdings in the zoological sciences are
weak alnd poorly prepared to meet the needs of the Department. Entomology is
discussed elsewhere in this report and will not be a part of this section.
Library holdings to be discussed here cover the zoological and biological sci-
ences with the exception of the plant kingdom which also merits a section by
itself.

Zoology (QL) is a fundamental discipline yet has ane of the smallest li-
brary collections. This part of the Library is especially critical because it
serves as a resource area for so many other disciplines. Library holdings in
the general biology or natural history (QB) section are not much better and
both sections badly need upgrading. The University of Idaho currently receives
61 serial publications classified in zoology (QL) and 118 classified in general
biology OR). This would appear to be a fairly satisfactory representation
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until one considers that Ulrich's (2) lists 124 journals in zoology, 219 for
biology, 35 for physiology, 85 for ornithology, 12 for microscopy, 29 for genet-
ics, and 17 for cytology and histology, Of these the Library has 26 journals
in zoology, 59 in biology, 7 in cytology and histology, 15 in genetics, 3 in
microscopy, 7 in ornithology, and 8 in physiology, The reader should realize
that Biologi,'al Abstracts covers 12 to 15 times this number of serials in the
biological sciences, giving Idaho an even smaller percentage of the total number
of seriali in this field,

On the more positive side the Library can provide 18 of the first 25 most
cited zoology serials in Brown (26) and all of the "essential" journals recom-
mended for biology libraries by the AIBS Subcommittee on Facilities and Standards
(15)0 However, this does not give the entire picture since many of these titles
have incomplete holdings, Indeed, one of the biggest problems to be faced in
building up our zoology library will be that of giving the collection some depth
in the basic titles such as the Proceedi,...m of the zstalogal society of London,
the Journal of Experimental lasjeum, and the Bulletin of the Museum of Compare7-
tive Zoolocz at Harvard, A list of additional titles with large gaps accompanies
this section under the recommendations,

There are also large gaps in many of the basic reference materials iu zool-
ogy, With the exception of the 15tk and one volume from the 16th, the Library
does not have any of the Procndial from the International Congresses of Zool-
ogy, In addition, many of the large multivolume Handbuch and Traits series are
incomplete cr missing altogether, The Library has all of GrassS Traits de zagir

aad part of Bronn's Klassen und Ordsawn,00, but none of Ki=s1;117
buch der Zoologie or F. MTN Das Tierreiclip Nor is the Library any better
prepared to supply scholarly publications from the professional societies and
institutions. The Library has complete holdings, as far as they are available,
of the Symposia from the Zoological Society of London, but lacks many of the
Symposia from the Institute of Biology, the Memoirs from the Society for Endo-
crinology, the Special Publications from tile Ameoican Soeiety of Mammalogistsi
Symposia from the Society For Developmental Biology, and the scholarly publica-
tions from the Commonwealth Institute of Biological Control. Undnubtedly, mem-
bers of the Department can suggest other society publications which should be
considered for purdhase,

Much work also needs to be done in acquiring the monographic holdings for
zoology and biology, A number of important classics are missing, including
books by G.G. Simpson, G. de Beer, Sir Wilfrid Clark, L.J, Milne and Reginald
H. Smythe, Further complicating this problem are the large number of superseeed
editions still in the Library, We need the uew Arey text on ave1opmer1W. Ana-
argo Hamilton on human embryology, Macfadyen on Animal Eco/agx, etc, Of 336
titles mentioned in the zoology (QL) section of V;77Ps guide (9), the Library
could supply only 196; and 220 out of 386 from the biology (QH) section. There
are major gaps in the areas of ethology, anatomy, Aves, Molluscs, and Amphibia,
The reader should also note Table V from Deason (3) for holdings in biology and
related disciplines, The Library is somewhat better prepared to support reqnests
for material from the terminal bibliographies which accompany the review litera-
ture. The Survey, of Biological Progress, Volsme IV for 1962, contained 1,421
references in 6 terminal bibliographies, The Library could satisfy 1,29,6 of
these requests, A much less satisfIctory situation existed in Volume I, 1964 of
International Review of General aad Experimental Zoologyi where the Library was
able to supply only 572 items from a list of 1,0280
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Another area to which the Department could well give some consideration
is the acquisition of more museum publications as well as standing orders for
ealected publishers series. One example of such a series comes from Pergamon
and is titled Interaational Series of Mpaiha in Pure and Applied Alm.
Another series published by Springer-Verlag is called Results and Problems In
Cell Differentiation. Museum publications are not expensive, as a rule, yet
offer a valuable source of material. Important publications are issued by the
Harvard NMseum of Comparative Zoology, the Philadelphia Academy of Sciences,
the Cranbrook Institute of Science, the British Museum (Natural History), the
Royal Oatario Museum, National Museum of Canada, and the Beraice P. Bishop
Museum in Honolulu.

One important book selection tool not covered in this report but worth
special mention here is a listing prepared for the Society of Systematic 7ool-
ogy by R.E. Blackwelder (1). This bibliography is aa attempt to gather ueaer
one cover a list of all books in print covering some aspect of zoology. It is
an extremely useful library tool and makes an excellent point of departure for
building a collection.

Other useful yardsticks against which a library can measure its holdings
are the bibliographies published from time to time in BioScience. It is beyond
the scope of this report to present a complete list of these bibliographies.
However, a few examples are given here to illustrate the type of material avail-
able: amphibians and reptiles (29), biotelemetry (30), mammalogy (31), ento-
mology (17)0 embryology (32), animal ecology (33), etc. In using these bibli-
ographies the reader will note some discrepancies in the citations. However,
the items cited are for the most part staadard and are good esamples of what
should be available in any school where a graduate or strong undergraduate pro-
gram in the field is being offered.

2. Recommendations - Biological Sciences

a) That the Department review the numerous publications issued by
professional societies, institutions, associations and museums, and submit to
the Library a list of those which it feels should be acquired or filled in*
A few examples are submitted here, but the Department should not limit its
Choices to these examples: pm/grata from the Institute of Biology, International
Society For Cell Biology, aad Society For Deveiopmeratal Biology; SmalPubli-
cations from the Americaa Society of Memnalogists; Memoire from the Society For
Endocriaology; Technical Commuaications and Technical Bulletins from the Commun-
wealth Institute of Biological Control; the Transactions of the Zcological
Society of London, as well as the troceens of the Linnean Society of London.

b) That the Department recommend to the Library which of the Proceed-
Aug, from the International Congresses in Zoology it wishes acquired.

c) That the following titles not now in the Library be reviewn' by
the Department and recommendations made to the Library relative to which luw
subecriptions are needed and in what priority they should be acquired:

1) Acta Anatomica
2) Acta isamtsg,
3) Acta Endocrinology
4) Asta 'Mario logic&
5) Acta 1.12,w221cal...ca



6) Acta Zoologica (Sweden)
7) Anatomischer Anzeiger,
8) An ev.g....L....c....ftean Parasi.
9) Annales Des Science Naturelles, Zoologie et Biolot.s. Animale
10) Antibiotics & Chemotherapy
11) ralli=Protisteakunde
12) Archives de sZooloie Emerimentale et Generale
13) Arkiv Par Zooloal..
14) Berichte uber die Gesamte
15) Biological Photographic Association, Journal
16) Bi.catzt sisal Journal
17) Breviora
18) kmmologia
19) Fortschritte de Zoologie
20) General & Comparative Endocrinoloa
21) Ismael Journal of Zoology,
22) Journal de nyilkuogkt
23) Journal of Clinical Endocrinology,
24) Journal of Embryology & Experimental stnalloc.
25) Journal of Reproduction and Fertility
26) Journal of the Institute of Lic.24,..sto
27) Oceanography and Marine Biology (Hefner Publishing Company)
28) Pfltaers Archiv fUr die Gesamte raysioLa....oie des Menschen und

der Tiere
29) Revue Suisse de ,Zoolow,
30) lust, Mitt,eilungen,
31) Societe Zoologique de France, Bulletin
32) Virchows Archiv ftir patholockie Anatomie mid physioloAle, und

Klinische Medizin
33) Wilhelm Roux Archiv: A Journal o.g. Developmental plea=

(Springer)

34) Yale Journal of al. s j and Medicine
35) Zeitschrift ftir Anatomie mid yantwicklunizsgeschichte
36) Zeitschrift fUr Angewandte Zoologie
37) Zeitschrift ft= Biologie
38) Zeitschrift fur Morphologie und ,Okologle. der Tiere
39) Zeitschrift ftfr Ver leichende
40) Zeitschrift fttr Wissenschaftliche
41) Zeitschrift ftfr Wissenschaftliche Zoologie, Abt, A,
42) Zentralblatt ftir
43) aarJoais, Beifraa
44) Zoologische Jahrbucher

d) That the Department recommend to the Library the order in which it
wishes the following gaps filled:

LIBRARY HAS
1) American Museum of Natural History, Bulletin, A few missing

numbers
2) Animal Behavior Vol, 10, 1962-
3) Annals & M/Igazine of. Natural Illato.m. Sere 13 Vol. 2-9$

1959-1966
4) Annals of Itcapical. Medicine and biLt_Asitoistm. vole 52, 1958-
5) T.7=e 1,3121..ogsato Serie 4, 1962-
6) Behaviour, Vol, 19, 1962-
7) Biologisches Zentralblatt, Vol, 57-60, 1937-1940, Vol. 78,

1959-
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8) Cvtosonetics. Vol. 5, 1966-
9) Developmental Biology. Vol. 4, 1962-
10) Growth. Vol. 290 1965-
11) Harvard University. Bulletin of the laiseum of Comparative

Imam. Vol. in, 1962-
12) Haredlup Vol. 20, 1965-
13) Indian Journal of ExperimentalBiologv. Vol. 5, 1967-
1A) Journal of Anam Vol. 88, 1954-
15) Journal of Applieck Ecolm.. Vol. 4, 1967-
16) Journal of Experimental Biolosv. Vol. 22. 1945-
17) Journal of Molecular Biology. Vol. 8; 1964-
18) Journal, of Ultrastructure Research. Vol. 7, 1962-
19) Life Sciences. Vol. 6, 1467-
20) Marine. Biological,Association, of the United Kingdom" Journal.

Vol. 42, 1962-
21) New Zealand Ecological Society. Proceedings. No. 14, 1967-
22) Royal Society of London. Impedingsp-Series B. Biologel

Sciences. Vol. 137, 1950-
23) Societe de Biologie. ComPtes Rendus 'des Seances.. Vol. 157,

1963-
24) Terre et Vie. Vol. 114, 1967-
25) Toronto. Royal Ontario Museum. Life'Sdiences Division.

SagalkAtimt. Library has soma numbers, but no cur-
rent subscription

26) Zeitschrift fUr Saugetierkunde. Vol. 27, 1962-
27) Zoologica Vol. 33, 1948-
28) Zoological Society of London. Proceedings. Vol. 120, 1950-
29) ,Zooloeischer,Anzeiger. Vol. 170, 1963-

e) The indexing/abstracting services should ba completed with all
missing numbers im the ,Zoological Record and the biology; botany, and zoology
volumes of ehe International, CataloR of Scientific Literature purchased for
Library.

G. ENTOMOLOGY

le Discussion. The entomology collection is one of the strongest, best
developed and, it Should be stated, most heavily used in the Library. The De-
partment is active and research oriented. Both the College of Agriculture and
the College of Foraztry are working in this area, and'there has beet 40TAS in-
terest in developing Idaho's collection as a regional resource in entomology.
The literature of entomology is large, stable, and dependent apon many related
areas such as genetics, ecology, zoology, chemistry, etc. The early literature
remains important and does not become dated to the extent that occurs in the
engineering or physical scieuces.

This Library currently receives 73 serial titles in entomology; am increase
of 280% over the 26 titles we received in 1959. However, a few of these titles
have large gaps which need to be filled, If the graduate program is to con-
tinue to grow, soma attention will.have to be given coon to filling in these
runs. This is particularly critical for those runs of serials which are nat
available in the region.

The Library can supply 52 out of the 80 titles listed inylrich's (2), and
21 out of 25 titles listed in Brown (26). This is a decided improvement over
the collection of ten years ago when the Library received only 26 serials in
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entomology. Our collection is strong in the basic Engliah language journals.
However, more foreign journals will be needed to adequately support research in
this discipline.

The Library is receiving all of the publications from the American Entomol-
ogical Society and most of the publications from the Entomological Society of
America as well as from the Royal Entomological Society of London. From the .

latter we lack two of the Symposia, several of the monographic publications,
the Proceedings of the XIIth International Congress of Entomology and two of
their Handbooks. The Library does not have the Bulletin Volume 6 of the Thovas
Say Foundation Publications or beyond number 1 of the Miscellaneous Publicatipas
from the Entomological Society of America..

The bodk collection is extensive and capable of supporting the Department's
tea.lhing and research programs. The Library can supply ,34 of the 38 titles list-
ed under entomology in Voigt (9). If the collection continues to receive the
attention it has received in the past, this part of the Library will remain a
valuable bulwark to our program.

In checking the terminal bibliographies from volume 10 (1965) of the Annual
Review 2f Entomologv, it was discovered that the Library is able to supply 1,507
of the 2,134 items cited. This is an acceptable showing. An interesting point
here is that most of the missing items were from the foreign entomological jour-
nals or irom journals whose primary emphasis lies in disciplines other than
entomology such as zoology, chemistry, etc., which indicates a neeCfor support-
ing materials in these areas. The Library fared somewhat better with the Downey
(17) bibliography on insects. Here we were able to supply 65 of the 89 items
listed.

By way of summing up, the collection suffers from three,deficiencies. First;
it lacks a strong supporting collection in the zoological sciences0 Seconds it
needs a comprehensive taxonomic work of international scopes and third, more
foreign serials. To a lesser degree, the collection needs more backfiles for
its foreign serials in order to give the entomology collection greater depth. ,

2. Recommendations - Entomokea

a) That consideration be given to completing the Library's holdings
of a significant taxonomic work on the order of Genera Insectorum.

b) That a major effort be made to build up the zoology, biology, and
botany collections. The reader should note the sections of this survey covering
the Biological Sciences (Animal Kingdom and Plant Kingdom).

c) That some attention be given to the acquisition of serial backfiles
with greatest emphasis to be placed on acquiring foreign titles not available
in the 'region. The Department is requested to indicate priorities from among
the following titles and to add any titles which they,feel are important:

LIBRARY HAS
1) EOS: RevistaAspanola de Entomologia. Vol.,384 1962 to date

with a scattering of earlier volumes
2) Entomolo ische Arbeiten. Vol. 14, 1964-
3) Entomollattl. Gazette. Vol. 13, 1962-
4) Schweizerische Entomologische Gesellschaft, Mitteilungen.

Vol. 36, 1963-
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5) SociJti Entomologique de France, Anniklee0 Vol. 1, N.S., 1965-
Bsalgall. Vol, 63, 1958-

6) Socatei Royale a'Entomologie de Belgique, Bulletin and &males.
Vol, 86-98, 1950-1962, but no current subscription

d) That more emphasis be placed on acquiring foreign publications,
especially those not in English, with the Department to review the following
titles and recommend those which they feel should be available at Idaho and/or
are necessary only as regional holdings:

1) Alexanor
2) Anzeiger, fr Schadlinzekunde
3) Entomological Society' of Japan, Journal
4) Deutsche Entomologische Gesellschaft, Amalassa
5) Deutsche ,Entqmolonische,Zeitschrift,
6) Entomoloaistrs, Record
7) Entomolokische,Berichten
8) Entomoloniache,Zeitschrift
9) EntomoloAist,

10) Entomological Society of Japan, Journal
11) Indian Journal of ,Entomologv
12) NotulaelemalaLata
13) Society For British Entomology, Transactims,

et) That consideration be given to acquiring all Supplements to the
Entomological Series of *he Bulletin of the British Museum (Natural History)..

H. FOREST SCIENCES

1, Discussion. This discussion of Library holdings in the forest sciences
includes all forestry and forestry-related library materials covering range man-
agement, wood utilization, forest economics, forest pathology, soils, etc., as
well as the related areas of fisheries and wildlife management. The Library.at
Idaho is, for the most part, in excellent shape in these areas and well prepared
to support, the curricular and research needs of the College. There are s few
trade joimnals and some regional publications missing, but these are minor and
do not detract from the overall strength of the collection, This statement will
have to be qualified in the case of the wildlife and fishery programs where
strong resource collections in the botanical and zoological sciences are nissiag.
In addition, some attention, will have t., be given soon to acquiring more pub-
lications from outside the U, S. and to the development of Library holdings in
specialized research areas such as meteorology, forest soils, hydrology, eco-
nomics, forest recreation, tropical forestry, etc., as the interests of the
faculty ripen and develop. However, the collection as it now stands will sup-
port most of the staff-research and doctoral programs within the College,

The Library currently receives a large and varied number of forestry seri-
als. These include publications from professional and trade groups all over
the world, universities and colleges where forestry is taught, company publica-
tions, governmental publications of all types, symposia and proceedings of in-
ternational meetings, etc, The Library nurrently receives 178 serials classified
in the SD or forestry section of the tIhrary. This does not include the 55
serials classed in the wood technology 0.b) section or the 71 forestry serials
classed with the U,S. Government Documents. Nor do these figures include the
numerous serials no longer being published, serials used by the College staff
which have been classified in other areas over the Library such as the Timber
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Tax Journal (VW, the 33 serials classified in fishery biology.(al), and the 27
senials in wildlife management (SK).

On a more selective basis the Library is able to supply from Ulrich's guide
(2) the following serial titles: Forests and Forestry section, 29 out of 57
titles; Lumber and Wood section, 16 out of 46 titles; Fish and Fisheries section,
9 out of 61; and from the list of conservation journals including wildlife man-
agement, 16 out of 65 titles. However, it should be pointed out here that not
all of these journals fit into our curriculum or will be of interest to our fac-
ulty. Despite what nay appear on the surface to be deficiencies, the actual
strength of the collection is now equal to the demands being placed upon it. The
Library haa all of the basic journals and is well along i the process of building
a research collection. The overall picture is one of a strong collection, well
able to meet the needs of its users. When compared with a 1964 List of Serials
in the Library from the College of Forestry at Syracuse University, Idaho had
available 615 of the 904 titles listed. This is a strong showing and has increas-
ed in the intervening four years.

The monograph collection is equally strong and viable, and needs little at-
tention beyond that presently being given to it. From the Society of American
Foresters Check list compiled by Eakin (18), the Library had everything except
the most ephemeral items.

Another measure of a 1.:.brary's ability to meet the needs of its clientele
is its ability to supply.items referred to in terminal bibliographies. From
Volume 2, 1967 of the International Review ofForestry, Researth the Library can
supply 611 out of the 1,012 items mentioned. The Library could not supply the
European theses, some Japanese and Russian Journals, and the early issues for
many of the journals it currently receives. This would indicate that more depth
is necessary in our journal holdings, especially in our holdings of European
journals.

The wildlife management and fishery biology sections of the Library leave
much to be desired. Both Departments have graduate programs but lack the neces-
sary depth in their library holdings to mount a full scale literature search.
The greatest weakness, and one which affects both areas, is the scarcity of li-
brary materials in the biological sciences. Some of the deficiencies in this
collection are made up by extensive holdings in U.S. Government Documents. More
material from other governmental agencies (Canada, U.S., states within the U.S.)
would strengthen library holdings for a minimum cost. Indeed, many of these
publications could be obtained on an exchange basis at little or no cost to the
University.

2. asemaladatem, - Forest Sciences

a) That more of the publications issued or sponsored by governmental
units (states, provinces, etc.) over the world be obtained for the Library on
an exchange agreement when possible, but purchased if necessary. For example,
all publications of the Canadian Wildlife Service should be placed on standing
order except those which are obviously reprints or have appeared in other places.

b) That the faculty in the College of Forestry review the following
gaps ane submit to the Library the priority in which they wish these gaps filled:

LIBRARY la
1) APPITA. Vol. 17, 1964-
2) Allgemeine, Forst uad agjalaggio vol. 89-110, 121-131, 135

(1964)-
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3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

Ardhiv ftri Fishereiwissenschaft. Vol. 13, 1962-

7, 20-21

Bulletin Francais de Pisciculture. No. 208, 1963-
C.S.I.11,0,, Wildlife Research. Vol. 11, 1966-
Canadian Audubon. Vol. 29, 1967-
DansksTidsskrift. Vol. 49, 1964-
kleaSea Research, Vol, 5, 1958/59, Vol. 11, 1964-
Drottingholm, Report. Missing numbers are 1, 3, 5,

10) Forstarkiv, Vol. 33, 1962-
11) Florstwimsenschaftliches Centralblatt. Vol. 68, 1948 to date

with anma miwad hnldinga haftwo 194g

12-, Holz Ale Roh-und Werkstaff. Vol. 9, 1951-
13) LielsztatELAuni. vol. 2$ 1948-
14) International Union of Game BiOlmemmapagiall, Transactions,. 3rd

Congress TM, and 6th Congress (1963)
15) Japanese Society of Scientific Fisheries, Bulletin. Vol.

29, 1963-
16) Journal du Conseil. Vol, 27, 1962-
17) Journal Forestier Suisse. Vol. 72-92 (1921-41), Vol. 113,

1962-
18) Journal of the Fisheries Research Board of Canada. Vol. 8,

1950-
19) Journal of the Marintalglogical, Association of the United

Edsu&a, Vol. 42, 1962-
20) Maine Fish and Game. Vol. 9, 1966/67-
21) School of Forestry. North Carolina State College. Technical

Reorts0 Nos. 1-30 7-8
22) Zeitschrift fer Fisdherei und Dsren Hilfswissenschaften.

Vol. 14, 1966-
23) Zeitschrift far jagdwissenschaft.. Vol. 8$ 1962-

c) Mat the following titles not WV in the Librtry be reviewed by
the College and recommendations made to the Library relative to which new sub-
scriptions are needed and in what priority:

1) Anaewandte, pot,

2) Board Manufacture (Great Britain)
3) Centre Technique Du Bois. Bulletin &Information. Z,echnioues,
4) Finnish Pamer and Timber
5) Forst-und Holzwirt
6) Halztechnologie
7) Holilentralblatt,
8) Indian Forest Bulletin (Dehra Dun)
9) Indian Forest Records. New Series, Dehra Dun.

Botany Mycology Wood Seasoning
Composite Wood Siliviculture
Entomology Statistical
Forest Pathology Timber Mechanics

10) jcurnal, of Agricultural Meteorolosm (Japaa)
11) Journal of the Jima Wood Research Society
12) Operations Forestieres at de Scierie (Montreal, Canada)
13) Plywood liguall
14) Suomen Puutalous (text in Finnish)
15) alim (Polish journal published in Russian and English)
16) Timber Bulletin For Euram (FAO)
17) Timber Development Association of India. Journai
18) Travaruindustrien/Timber It (Swtden)
19) Wetter und Leben
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I. ENGINEERING SCIENCES

1. General Engineering,. The engineering sciences require A broad spectrum
of library materials to support their curricular and research activities. The
collection, as it now stands, is uneven and reflects past problems with limited
funds and a certain amouat of disinterest on the part of some departments0 la
the future, the College will require additional financial support in all areas,
with careful consideration being given to library holdings before new courses
are offered or new research projects initiated.

For purposes of this discussion the engineering sciences have been divided
into two areas as follows: 1) a general evaluation ^f the total engineering
holdings, and 2) a detailed examinttian of holdings for agricultural, chenical,
civil, Qlectrical, and mechanical engineering. Each section is followed.by a
list of reconnendations. Related disciplines will be discussed, as they apply,
under the separate headings or in the section devotee to General Engineering,
materials. For example, nuclear, automotive, ceranic, aeronautical, induttrial,
astronautical, hydraulic, safety, transportation, and sanitary engineering will
be briefly covered under General Engineering because the University currently
has no course work at the Departmental level in these areas. Mining engineering
is treated in the section an Earth Sciences because of the curricular pattern
at Idaho.

There are a number of txcellent yardsticks against which the Library can
measure its holdings (19). The Engineers' Council For Professional Development
hats published a series of bibliographies listing important texts in aeronautical
(27a), civil (27b), ceramic (27c), metallurgical, mining, and geological (27d),
mechanical (27e), electrical (27f), chemical (27g), and industrial engineering
(27h). Many other professional societies also publish lists of recomninded
books and journals. These will be discussed umder the appropriate subject.

The engineering collection has some serious gaps in its holdings of the
trade and professianal journals, with only 155 titles out of 192 from the ,ADRlied,

Science and ....4912.8LTechle, 503 out of the more than 1,850 titles covered by
the En inserin ads& and 25 out of 272 titles listed under General Engineering
im Ulrich s 2). However, many of the nissing titles frost the latter are house
=pas, journals with a limited cirtallation, orgaaizational news bullstini or
alhapter publications, and At3 such are not appropriate for ousc ?heeds at Idaho.
Although this situatian is not as serious as would appear at first glances there
is much room for improvement. Th2 most glaring deficiencies exist in the serials
published outside the U.S., including those in English as well az those pUblished
in other languages.

Za'reral areas are in need of special attention because they have not been
offered at the departmental level in the College of Engineering curriculum,'ind
therefor e. l!eve received little if any direct support over the years. These

akees are as follows: aeronautical engineering, ergonomics, iedustrial engineer-
ing, operations research, computer technology, sanitary engineering, transporta-
tivl engineering, applied mathematics, and nuclear angineering, to name only a
few. For most of these disciplines the Library owns three or four basic jour-
nals, uaually with incomplete holdings, a small book collection, a few of the
standard handbooks, and no nore. Library holdings in each of these areas should
be reviewed and strengthened by one of the departments within the College. The

Librarp's ability to supply materials for these disciplines, measured against
the remonmendations of the ECPD lists, is an follows: aeronautical engineering,
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62 out of 242; industrial engineering, 58 out of 138; chemical engineering,
115 out of 172; civil engiaeering, 65 out of 91; %fining engiaeering, 129 out
of 278rnechanic21 engineering, 75 out of 130; amd electrical engineering, 72
out of 119. The reader should also note the appropriate sections in Tables
VII and V for Voigt (9) and Deason (3), which include a further artalysis of the
collection.

It is apparent from the above discussion that the Library has many gaps,
outdated editions, and superseded texts. For exaeple, in aeronautical and

--.6,1ftr4flg the 'rib-1=y h-- e--elle-t h-1.44-ga of NACA and NACA
pdblications but lacks much of the early work on aerodyeamics, particularly the
pdblications of Voa Karmen. Library holdings of the publications from the NATO
Advisory Group for Aeronautical Research (for example, AGARD Guided Missiles
Seednar General Assembly rzts, and Itetorts) as well as the early German
work ea flight and rocketry are also inadequate. Out of the five journals spon-
sored by SIAM (Society For Industrial and Applied Mathematics) the Library re-
ceives only three. In addition, some attention must be given to strengthening
all areas with more publications of the monographic type, especially the hand-
books; more exchange of publications with other engineering experieent stations;
more journals in subject fields not having departwental status; and finally,'a
thorough weeding out of all dated and superseded materials by qualified person-
nel from the College of Engineering.

Smpporting the engineering collections is a large, well-balanced collection
of U.S. Government documents. The University of Idaho acts as a regional de-
pository library and, in this capacity, automatically receives a large share
of dtis material, including journals, tables, patents, indexing/abstracting
journals, hearings, laws, and a portion of the "report" literature. The docu-
ments collection is weakest in its holdings of non-depository material, such
as the publications issued by regional offices of the Corps of Engineers, the
U.S. Waterways Experiment Station, Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories,
Naval Research Laboratory, U.S. Coastal Engineering Research Center, Atomic
Enerwy Commission, Army Aviation Material Laboratories, etc. However, the Li -
braay does have extensive holdings of some non-depository items from U.S. Govern-
ment agencies, for example, the Cold Regioas Research & Engineering Laboratory
in NeurHampshire. There are many similar groups publishing outside the U.S.
Government Printing Office, and more attention should be given to the acquisi-
tion of their publications.

Cce large block of non-GPO literature of special importance to the engineer
is the "report." This kind of material is now easily available from the Defense
Documentation Center, which aanounces new reports in the index U S Government
lapearch,& Reports. More of the "report" publications should be
obtatned for the Library, especially since most of them are available free or
for a nominal charge.

a) Enaineeriim - General Recommendations

1) That appropriate faculty members in the College be asked to
review Library holdings it their areas in the light of Voigt (9), Deason (3),
the ECTD (27) lists, their professional society publications, and the current
lists of in-print engineering books, in order to take whatever steps may be
necessary to eliminate those gaps affecting the engineering curriculum or staff
researdh efforts. Three examples of handbooks deserving consideration are:
James Harry Potter's Handbook of the autantaa Sciences, 2 volumes, Van
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Nostrand; the Society of Plastics Engineers handbook Engineeringlada For
Maga published by the Society; and the manual published by the American
Institute of Steal Construction titled, Steel Construction,6 It would also be
worthwhile for all Departmeats within the College to consider putting into the
Library a few of the basic textbooks (except those intended for class use),
since our students coma in various states of readiness and often need some re-
view of basic principleso

2) That the exchange of publications between our College of
Engineering and similar groups over the world be expanded and strengthened with
a systematic effort to bring these publications to our campus on an zxchenze
basis,

3) That the College of Engineering faculty take steps to famil-
iarize itself and its students with the material available in the U.S. Government
Documeats collection. AA part of such a project the Library will require some
assistance from the College in the selection of non-depository Government publi-
cations, The faculty should indicate which titles and series they wish to have
available. Soma examples of such material follow: U.S. Waterways Experiment
Station gasel.l.s.m.ls Papers, Researdh Reportso Tectseal,Reports), Air Force
Cambridge Research Laboratories (Phiveical Sciences Research umago AFCRL
Environmental agsoma Rapers), Naval Research Labo7;;;;;TIRL azorgrAir
Force Systems Command (Technical !sports, ASD-TR Wag), Navy Underwater Sound
Reference Laboratory (MEL Research ReposI2), Office of Aerospace Research (ALIA

UAW, etc.

4) That the College of Engineering review the following liat of
journals not now available in the University Library aad make recommendations
in the light of their curricular and research needs:

16 Advanced gum Conversion (Pergamon)
26 Aeronautical Quarterly (published in London by the Royal

Aeronautical Society)
36 Air and Water Pollution (Pergamoa)

4. AmerligAn- Gars A212519.11210 nthl
56 Applied Materials Research (London)
6. Astronautica,Acta

7. Atmospheric Environment
S. Australasian Engineer
90 Automation
10, Industry
116 Combustion ad Flame (Combustion Institute)
126 Control (Londou)
136 Corrosion Prevention and Control
14, Corrosion Science
156 Corrosion 1121221.2a
166 Cost Enizineerink
17, imaitsta
18, EngineerinA and Instrumentation;
19, Engineering Institute of Canada, Transactions
200 .Estaimneeriamll andaam (London)
216 Environmental; EngLineeriu
226 zgamig, (published by Ergonomics Research Society)
236 Forschuag auf dem Gabiete des Ingenieurwesens
246 Heat and Mass asaa
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25. IBM Systems Journal
26, Inclustrialalleam
27, InAustrial Medicine and Su'eryi
28. Industria1,20.1Ltx Control published by American Society

for Quality cdimarr-
29. InstitUtion of Highway Engineers (London), Journal
30. Institution of Water Engineers (London), alma
310 International Journal of Air and Water Pollut111
32. International,Journal of Engineerimg Science (Peromon)
33. International lournal of allakand Structures
34. Iron and Steel Engineer
35. Journal of Eas.....s.smAineerin Mathematics (Noordhoff)

36. Journal of Imecraft and Rockets
37. Imola Strain Ana.....jassi.s (Joint British Comnittee for

Stress Analysis)
38. Journal of the British 7t2clear Energy Sociaty.
39. alisipalEnaineers Journal (New York)
406 Nuclear Enst.madsan
41. Periodicatolatechnica: Eagautiji
42. plammassa (Netherlands)
430 Product animEngineeriNK
44. SIAM Journal of Control
45. SIAM Journal of Numerical Analysis
46. Soviet HvArologY
47. Surface Science
48. Technometrics; A :lournal of statistics for the physical

and chemical engineering sciences (American Statis-
tical Association)

49. VDI Berichte and the allechrift,from the Verin Deutscher
Ingenieure

50. Water end Water Engineerinck

5) That the College of Engineering faculty recommend to the
Library the priority in which it wishes the followimg gaps filledt

LIBRARY HAS

10 Anomie= Association of State Highway Officials. Pro-
ceediamp 1948-1953

2, Anarican Astronautical Society. proceedings 4th-6th,

1957-1960
3. Aherican Nuclear Society, pinsactions0 1961-1964,

1966-
4. Combustion Institute° Symatillon Combustion. 6th,

1956, only
50 ImetwLea-Archiv, Vol, 36, 1967-
6, Institute of Traffic Engineers, rzguldi.mG 1947-1950

7. Instrument Socioty of America. I Transactions,. Vol.

5, 1966-
8. International Atomic Energy Agency. Safetybkaim,

nos. 5 & 7, 1322124...2.4rall Series, nos. 9 & 16,

Technical Reports Series, nos. 5 & 11
9. International Astronautical Congress. plaulassa.

13th, 1962
10. Journal of Environmental Sciences, Vol. 11, 1968-
11. Journal of Nuclear Materials, Vols, 1-16, 18, 23-

120 Journal of the American Society. of salsa Eagineers.
Vol. 13, 1968-
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13. lassalpe of Standards. Vol. 350 1964-

14. Materials, Evaluation, Vol. 250 1967-

15. Naval ....A.Eniatim Journal. Vol. 75, 1963-

16, Nuclear Science and Ensineerim. Vol. 1, 3-

17. jasszkiaintenance,0 Vol. 1350 1968-

18, Traffic Ensinseringo Volo 31, 1960-

19. Traffic aaltmilmjedlControl. Vol. 40 1962-

20. Traffic Quarterly. Vol. 13, 1959-

6) That the College of Engineering consider the possibility of
initiating standing orders for the following;

1. The Addison-Enka Series In Couuter Science and Infor-
mation Processin%

2. AmitalPhysics and isgattlia Series, (Springer Verlag)

3. The Cambrid e alkinjx....iriul Series (Cambridge University
Press

4. eistall Series of Monosraohs on Nuclear gilezz,

(Pergamon)

54 ZWABOVInified Ezaineerinsk Sulu
6, The Rilemszaw_ta issued as Proceedings of the Inter-

national Union of Testing aad Research Laboratories
For Materials and Structures

7. The SIAM Series in &naiad, Mathematics (books)

S. wan Series On IheScionceAmajechnolosm of Materials
9. Selected publications from the following groups:, the-

ENO Foundation For Highway Traffic Control; American'

Association of State Highway Officials; Air Pollu-
tion Control Association; American Astronautical
Society; Society of the Plastics Industry (for to-
ample, the Library does not have the SPLPlastics
glogagglam, 2nd ed.); Institute of Traffic Engi-

nes" (anati. andagEWAIWS23); Society of
Naval Architects and Marine Engineers (Transactions);

American Society of Lubrication Engineers qua
314mgAsslage; American Institute of Industrial
Engineers (proceeditlas); American Institute of Steel

Construction cadammtuJournal and-National. En-

Algagam Conference Lumatame; American Iron
and Steel institute (lam and Steel Products
alma); Instrument Society of America icsat....ialAn ISA

Conference, Proculawa, Standards, etc.); Society
of Instrument Technology (Transactions); Great
Britain. DSIRO. Hydraulics Research Stationo
Research amrs; and the International Conferences
(second published by University of Toronto Press
in 1967) of the Internattonal aciattalor Terrain-

Vehicle gnaw

2. AtricultgarainiancerinK. The field of agricultural engineering touches

so many other disciplines that it is difficult to characterize or evaluate li-

brary holdings for this discipline in terms of lust the materials tlassified in

the Agricultural Engineering (9671) section of the Library. Indeed, any assess-

ment of Library holdings for agricultural engineering, discussed solely in terms

of materials classed in this section, is an understatement of the total picture

and does not accurately reflect how well or how poorly the Library meets the
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needs of the agricultural engineer. For this reason, the reader should alno
review the sections of this report covering civil, mechanical, and general en-
gineering, as well as meteorology, ia order to place Library holdings in agri-
cultural engineering in a more accurate perspective.

The Library has 14 serials classed in the S671 section of the Library. These
include most of the serials issued by the American Society of Agricultural En-
gimeers. When these are supplemented by publications from the other engineer-
ing societies (ASCE, SAE, AMIE, etc.), they constitute an acceptable core col-
lection. The Library has complete files of the ASAE Traneactions, of the Year-
lasto and of the journal AzidaelturalEngineerAm, but lacks manY of the,qcsr
ference Premalmsaj ammo and other supplementary publications feom ASAE.
The ansg, are for the most part reprints from the Transactions and need not
be acquired as such. However, many of the supplementary publications are sub-
ject bibliographies and could be quite useful as library tools°

In 1961 ASAE published the Aaricultural Enaineein Index edited by Carl
W. Hall (14) covering books and journals issued between 1907-1960 in the field
of agricultural engineering. Of the tea serials consideved inportaat enough
to be indexed in this bibliography, the Library could sepply only seven. The
mdssing titles are important and have been included in the recemnendations por-
tien of this report. The Department should consider both the possibility of
initiating current subscriptions as well as the purchase of backfiles for these
titles. The Hall bibliography also included a list of 351 books. The Library
could supply only 53 of these. Certainly there is no reason why the Library
should attempt to acquire every book mentioned on this list. Indeed, neny of
these books have little pertinence to the curriculum at Idaho. However, the
Llbrary should attempt to acquire more recent editions for sone of the standard
time as %all as such basic iteue as: U.H. Nicholson, The Principlea of Field
preinage 2ed ed., Cambridge Ueiversity Press, 1953; Wallace Ashby
Modern Farm Prentice-Hall, 1959; etc. It is also worth mentioning
that the Library eollectioa as it now steads contains a large nunber of books
published in the 1920's and 1930's, together with many early editions of stand-
ard handbooks. This would auggest that a thorough weeding of the collection
by persoeeel in the Department is in order, and that a small supplemental allo-
catioe eould be made available to the Department in order to up-date the.col-
lectiue. Two other deficiencies need to be brought to the attention of the
Departnent. The first is that the Library has Transasaions from only one of
the International Congresses of Agricultural Engineering and secondly, there
is eery little material in the collection in languages other than English.

Whatever deficiencies presently exist in the collection have been off-set
to a large degree by a strong collection of U.S. Government Documents and by
large holdings of Agricultural Experiment Station publications from over the
U.S. Both are valuable assets to the agricultural engineer in that they con-
tain important naterial, which is well indexed and available free or for a small
cost. The entire collection would be greatly strengthened by a judicious selec-
tion of agricultural documents from other countries (Canada, New Zealand, Great
Britain, etc.).

a) Recommendations - Aatallazilumistula

1) That the Department take stock of its Library needs in all
fields and order whatever materials it feels are appropriate to the research
and curricular requirements of its staff regardless of what disciplimethese
matarials may cover. However, before this is done, the Agricultural Engineering
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Department should study carefully the holdings and reconmenditions made for those
disciplines in this reporto

2) That the Department indicate to the Library which holdings
and in What priority it wishes the following gaps closed:

a. International Congress of Agricultural Engineering. Li-
brary has only the Transactionq, of the 5th Brussels
Conference, 1958

b. Journal of Amislamila Enaineerink Research. Library
has all except Vol. 3, no. 49 1958

3) That the Department consider the following journals and re-
commend to the Library which it wishes to have placed on subscription:

a. Canadian gricu1tur Enfassu
too Institution of Agricultural Engineers, Journal and Pro-

c. Landtechnische Forschuniik

3. Chemicalisgausitup This section of the Library is reasonably well
prepared to answer requests for material published in the U.S. including both
books and journals. The Library currantly receives 44 serials, both foreign and
domestic, classified in the Chemical Technology (TP) section, These include all
the basic journals (English language) in chemical engineering. Holdings are
complete for most titles. The Library has a standing order for the A.010Ch.E.
Publicr,tions package and is reasonably well equipped to meet the needs of the
Department for monographic materials, although some review and up-dating of hold-
ings will be required in the latter. The Library should also attenpt to build
up its holdings of the pUblications issued sad/or sponsored by the Institution
of Chemical Engineers in Great Britain. From the Institution we have their two
official journals, the chemical katieer and thL Ir_4_,....L.nmtiErA, as well as numbers
1, 3, 5-9, and 11-13 of the InstitutiMis Symposium Series, but lack the...AZ.41k

41ft"lEbmaatga Series and the Industrial Research Fellow R..s2Q.,Aozs. The
Institution has prepared a small brochure titleur= For Students of Chemical
Engineering" to aid students in Great Britain preparing for their professional
exaninatioas. It offers a good cross section of the standard texts in chemical
technology, dimensional analysis, fluid flow and particle mechanics, fuel tech-
nology, heat and mass transfer, plant design, process calculation, etc. From
this bibliography we have 68 out of 112 titles, lacking the British Standards
end the Association of British Chemical Manufacturers' Safatm Rules For Use In
Chemical &lab

The Engineers' Council For Professional Development and A.I.Ch.E0 have pre-
pared lists of rscommanded library materials in chemical engineering. Of 172
titles mentioned in the ECPD list (27g), the Library has 115. A.I.Ch.E0 pub-
lished a fifth edition of their "Library List" in 1966. Of the items on this
list, the Library has 420 out of the 1,124 books and 122 out of 185 journals.
From the .chemical engineering journals listed in Ulrich's (2)0 the Library hau
15 out of 48 titles.

Obviously there ars some deficiencies here which need attention. Especially
important are new editions of basic works, missing volumes from settee and stand-
ard handbooks which the Library does not have on corrosion, radiation hygiena0
etc.
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As the Department's graduate program develops, the Library's acquisition
program will, have to follow suit. At presout the Department's greatest needs
are for foreign journals, both those in English as well as those not in English,
and to develop holdings in those disciplines which supply resource materials
for the chemical engineer, such as applied mathematics, physics* and chemistry.
In addition, some thonsht ahould be given to building up Library holdings in
those areas for which the Chemical Engineering staff has exhibited a strong
research interest, such as petroleum chemistrye heat transfer, fluid mechanics,
infrared photography, cryogenics, electrochemistry, optics of lasers, etc.

a) asimatlations

1) That the Department review the book lists prepared by A.I.Ch.E.
end I.Chem.E. so that those titles which, it deems pertinent to our curricular
and research needs may be purchased.

2) That consideration be given to ordering all
20.111ma symposia,

be filled in.

3) That all missing numbers of the .I.211...iema,Lbrazalias Series

4) That SCI Monographs, from thd Society of Chemical Industry
be considered for purchase.

5) That Department review and make recommendations to the Li-
brary regardiag standing orders for the followieg publishers series:

6)

by the Department
subscriptions are

a. Anterscieace, alma 21. Er...41A.wAu

=UAL
b. International Series 2i,LoastalaLst,

:selk..7ar(igamon)

c. asz.a.e.tola&mliedattamat (Interscience)
d. International Series 21, tagmarltisaNuclear E

""""--(gpirr"mon)

e. McGrawlialSeries la Chemical gamma
f. The gegumpa of the Electrochemical smilax

That the following titles not now in the Library be reviewed
and recommendations made to the Library relative to which new
needed aad in what priority:

a. Advanced Emmy, ancalka
b. Advances in Cryosenic Engineerins,
c. Advances in Ilectrochemistry and Electrochemical sEBEL....

attliatin (Interscience)
d. Australian Chemical En ineering
0. British Chemical Engineerine
f. British Plastics
g. Ceramic laciatm
h. Chemical and Process agineeriu (Leonard Mill)

Chemical /Engineerkeg (Khimdcheskoe Mashinostrosnie)
j. pokladv,phemicakatnen
k. Emma Chemical News
1, Industrial Chemist and Chcaical, Manufacturer
m0 journal of Anima, Chemistry, London
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no Journal of Apjatta Chemis,cia ot the USSR
o. Ipurnal_ of the Air Control Association
po ,PhYsics,and chmulm, of Liquids,
qo The Plastics Lnstitute, Transactions and Journal
r. Plastics:labial=
s. Proceedings of the Chemical Engineering Group of the

Society of Chemical Industry

7) The Department should review and make recommendations to the
Library regarding the order in which they wish the following gaps closed:

LIBRARY HAS
a. Advances In Petroleum Chemist:m and 1113.2,14& Vol. 1

ead 2
b. Chemie-Ingenieur-Technik. Vol. 32-37, 1960-1965 and

Vol. 39, 1967-
c. Chemical Procesaingo Vol. 100 1964-
d. alma& Industrie - Genie alkali& Vol. 98, 1967-
e. Electrochimica Actao Volo 10, 1965-
fo Heat Transfer and Fluid Mechanics Institute, paultimm.

1951, 1953, 1955-1958, 1962-

go paluemIn Ceramic Science° Vol. 1 and 2, 1961, 1962

8) That the Library consi.der subscribing to a specialized index-
ing service on the order of Theoretical Chemical EngineerinaAbstracts.

4. Civil EashiateAm. It is difficult to categorize the Library materials
pertinent to civil engineering, since workers in this field use resources from
the entire collectiano However, this report will limdt itself to a discussion
of library materials classed in the :.e.TH section of the Library. The Library
currently receives 44 serials classed in Civil Engineering. This includes the
ASCE Proceediasaas one title, although tha ProceedinAg.is composed of journals
from each of the technical divisions within the Society. From the section cover-
ing civil enginaering journals in Ulrich's (2), the Library has 19 out of the
137 titles listed. However, th3se figures should cause no alarm, since there
is little. need for Idaho to own all of these titles. Indeed, many are trade
journals, house organs, and limited-circulation journals which would not be per-
tinent to our curricular or research neels. What percentage will be require*
at Idaho should be determined by the Department. In fact, the staff in the Civil
Engineering Department may wish to select additional titles from other areas such
as physics, mathematics, general engineez.....ng, etc, and should be encouraged to
do Boo Sone evaluation and review on the part of the Civil Engineering staff is
necessary if the collection is to grow and become a serviceable tool for meeting
their needs. Members of the Department will also find it helpful to review the
recommendations made for other disciplines in this report, especially those fol-
lowing the section on General Engineering.

The 11..4ok cnllection in the TA-TH section ef the Library ia in need of up-
datiag. There are a number of importaut reference manuals we do not havs. For
example, the Library does nat have Frederick S. Merritt's Building Constructiork
Handbook (Macaw, 2nd ed., 1965); the American Institute of Steel Construction
Handbook, Stael Construction: A Manual for (AISC, 5th edo, 1959); or Stubb's
Handbook alga Construction (McGraw, 1959). From among the titles mentioned
by Voigt (9), the Library should acquires Irvine E. Morrist Handbook of Struc-
tural Atha. (Rsinhold, 1963); the Papers from the Princeton University Confer-
ence, guiramizi and World Water Resources (Princeton, 1963); and one or two
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other titles of importance. The Library could supply only 65 of the 91 titles
listed in the LCPD Bibliography (27b) covering civil engineering. This is an-
other indication that the book collection needs attention. The collection will
require pone weeding and up-dating, in addltion to the purdhase of those volumee
mentioned-earlier, in order to bring it up to an acceptable operating level.
Oae tedhnique the Department may wish to consider, which assures that the Library
will automatically receive new books as they are published, is to place standiag
orders for publishers series. When used with judgement and discretion this can
be a very useful device for buildiug library holdings in a given area. Many
publighara ism= mutt' nariago MCGraw.Hill hag three which will ha of particular
interest to the civil enginesr0 the Series in Civil EngineerinK0 in Sanitary,
Science and Water Resources Enaineerin 0 and finally, the Series in Structural
AnAlmmjiin and Structural Mechanics()

With some ninor exceptions, the Library is well equipped to auswer requeats
for publications frem the professional engineering societies within the U.S.
related to civil engineering. Holdings for the ,Traneastiom and zrzsaiza
from the American Society of Civil Engiaeers are complete or nearly sec How-
ever the Manuals and Itatra of Zutan,tu Practice, some of the Geueral Pub-
itsiatra, and some of the Technical Publications from ASCE are net available
at Idaho. The Departeent could well review its policy on acquiring ASCE publi-
cations in order to strengthen Library holdings in this area. A major share
of the Highway Research Board publications are now available, and there is a
standing order for all HRH Seriefe, However, only the Proceedilafor 1946-1950
from the Institute of Traffic Engineers are in the collection. In addition,
some effort vill have to be made emu to acquire more of the publications from
professional groups outside the U.S. This is especially important in the case
of publications from the institution of Civil Engineers in Great Britain, whidh
eponsora a broad spectrum of Symosia Research amp, Conference assualm
aad Institutions, Proceeolista.

The engineering pUblications in the Science/Technology Library are support-
ed 'ey a strong collection of U.S. Government Documents. However, these are
limited, with some minor exceptions, to depository items. Soma effort should
be made to expand this collection in so far as engineering materials are con-
ceefted. Fee more discussion an government documents the reader is invited to
veld!, that sectiaa of this report covering General Engineering.

a) Recommendations

1) That the Npartnent review the following lournale not now
in the Library and indicate the priority in which they wish to have subscrip-
tions entered:

a American ,Surveyor and thstitskuittretrist%

b. Civil al ivalialaft and Public Works Review (Great Britain)
c. Concrete and Constructional Engineering (Great Britain)
d. gaiipearing and Contract awl

0 Genie Civil (Library hest some volumes but no current
subscription)

f. Institution of Engineers, Australia. Civil imam.-
Liu ams,issime,

go Journal (of the Air pollution, Control Association

h. Municieel Enaineerine (Great Britain)
Rilem
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Jo soil &amis.% and Foundation .....LaseLEnitila (English trans-

latioa from Russian)
k, Structural Engineer, (Great Britain)
1. Surveyor and Azdatailuagam (Great Britain)

2) That the Departmeat review the following Ilbrary holdings of
civil engineering materials and recommend the priority in whida they wish these
gaps filled:

LIBRARY HAS
a, Eart.hquake Enainearina Reaearch Institete; Proceedineso

1952 only
b. Institute of Traffic Engineers, llsomiliump 1946-1950
c, International Association for Hydraulic Research, Pro-

ceedines,of ammo The 12th (1967) & 16th114953)
d. Institution of Civil Engineers (Great Britain) Proceed-

Imo Vol. 6, 1957 to date with gaps
a, New Englaad Water Works Association Journal, Vol, 79,

1965-
f, Symposium on Geology As Applied to Highway Engineering,

proceedisup Nos, 1-5, 7-12, 16 (1965)

50 Electricallagagam The Library currently receives 77 seriale
classed in the Electrical Engineering cm) section. This includes publications
on broadcasting, radie, electronics, electrical engineering, telephony, power
sources, and one or two of the popular electronics and radio jouraals, Trans-
actions from all of the IEEE nrofessional groups aad from the earlier IRE groups .

are available, but only a few of the IEEE-sponsored Convention or Conference
publications have been purchased for the Library. Nor does the Library contain
the Standards or the translated journals sponsored by IEEE with one exception,
Telecommunications and Radio agazaw In addition, the Library has income
plate holdings of the IEEE International Convention Record and lacks completely
the Wescon Convention Record° Nevertheless, even with these qualifications, the
collection to well stocked with pUblicatioes fram professioaal groups within the
U0S0 This is not the case with the publications issued by professional groups
outside the U0S00 including thoee in English as well as those in other languages,
This area of the Library9s holdings will require more attention as the Department
expaads its graduate program. The Institutioa of Electrical Engineers (Great
Britain) issues...1141=42bl, Conference pub3.4fin, (no° 30 was published in
1967), rjaceed.j.A.nt, Electronics Letters, a journal called Electronics & Power,
and Electrical & Electronics Abstracts, The Library does not have any of the
following from IEE: wauggiaeo svgamt Publications. or Electronics Lettors0

The electrical engineering book collection would profit from a thorough
weeding and could use new editions for some of the outdated texts. For assis-
tance in up-dating the .olleetion the reader should review the titles given in
Deason (3) aad in Voigt (9)0 From the ECPD (270 list of books in electrical
engiaaering, now badly dated, the Library has 72 of the 119 titles mentioned,
The EE collection is fairly well supported by books aad jeuruals claeeed in the
mathenatics (QA) aad physics (Qte) sections of the Library, where material on
such subjects as computer technology, aolid state pbysics, semiconductors, op-
tics, mageetism, etc, is classed, The weakest of these sections is that con-
taining computer technology, with VID siagle group on campus systematically se-
lecting meterial for this arse.

Ulrich 2) lists 313 seria2 uader eleetricity aad magnetism, The
Library has 30 of these, However, this is not as serious as would appear since
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many of these are journals with a controlled circulation available only wader
limited circumstances, or were trade journals not applicable to the curricular

pattern at Idaho. Of more eianificence is the feet that the Library was able

to supply only 412 out of the 680 items cited ia the termieak bibliographies

following the chapters from Volume 230 1967 of Advances In Eassaap and
Electron Physics. This volume contained articles on superconductors, magnetic

fields, plasmas, image intensifiers, etc" and can be considered a fair indi-

cation of the Library's ability to supply material needed by the electrical en-

gineer. Weak areas noted during this survey of Volume 23 were as follows:

foreign publications in English and not in English, as well as publications on

cryogenics, magnetic fields, and to a lesser degree plasmas. It is interest-

ing to note that many of the items cited ia these terminai bibliographies were

classed in the physics portion of the Library. Because of this overlap in in-

terest, the EE Department could profitably review the recommendations made ear-

lier-for physics in another section of this report.

a) Recodatio
1) Here attention should be Omen to the acquisition of profes-

sional society publications which are appropriate to the curricular pattern at

Idaho, Especially important are the standards, conference proceedings, journals

and translations issued or sponsored by IEEE (U0S0A0) wad its British counter-

parts, the Institution of Electronic and Radio Engineers, and the Institution

of Electrical Engineers.

Especially important are publications from the following conferences, con-

ventions and congresses: National Convention on Military Electronics, National

Symposium on Quality Control and Reliability In Electronics, National Communi-

cations Symposium, Eastern Joint Computer Conference Zaternw,.a.ns, Electronic

Components Conference &magas& International Conference on Nonlinear Meg-

witless lassalltan, and the American Federation of Information Processing So-

cieties.

2) That consideratime be given to the initiation of standing

orders for the flllowing publishers series:

a. lierser's Series in Electri al EnaineerinK
McGrew-Hill Electrical plainspagolliel

co Prentice-Mall Electrical padakaka series

d. IgjoaSeries in Electronic asamsalmastwodua

3) That the EE Department review the.following titles and re-

commend a, priority for the acquisition of those titles wtich they feel will

best meet the curricular and research needs at Idaho:

a. Acta asispra ca
b. Canadian Electronics ,Eneineerinck
c Eleciammitassal ineerin ta Isitna (1E3)

d. Electronic and E ineerin

es Electronic Components (London
fe Electronic EneineerilaR
g. Electronics and Communications in Ja an (IE3)

h. Electronics in, Mizim.....landaimmisna (IE )

Electronics Power (London)
j Electrt-Techniek (pdblished in the Netherlaad2)

amamdmillakhernetics (1E3)
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10 Institution of Electronic and Radio Engineers (Loadon)o
proceedings,

mo Jouval of ZgasaiElectronics
no Microelectronics and Reliability. (Pergamon)

oo Radio-Electronics

go Radio Enaineering and Blec_t_rcrilla ?hysics, (IEEE)

q. Radio Science
ro Apaszaon Telephone Eila.smsidas, (Siemens)
so Ssan.tit Electrica (Text in English, French, & German)

to Semiconductor Products and Solid StateSsamialm
ta govv4at Rlaetr4o121 Rno4nparina (ftraday Prang).

V. Soviet Autoaontrojii
4) That the Department recommead to the Library the priority in

which it wishes the following gaps closed:
LIBRARY HAS

a. Automation wad Remote Control() Vol, 27, 1966-

b. Electronica,and Power° Vol° 10, 1964-

c. IEEE International Convention Record() Vol0 11, 1963-

d. Institution of Electrical Engineers° (Loadon), Proceed-
Imo Irregular holdings beginning Vol. 98, 1951-

. InternationalJournal of Electronics* Volo 18, 1965-

f. Journal of Electronics Asa6Control, now called Interna-
tional Journal of Control, Library has no issues

of first title
g. Midwest &swim on Circuit ammo Volo 6, 1963-
h. National Telemetering Conferenceo Proceedings), 1964-

i. Post Office Electrical Enpineers', Journal. Vole 60, 1967-

j. The Radio and EllsasaLiEnLineera. Vol* 270 1964-
4

ko Solid State Electraaicso Vol, 10, 1967-

L. Telecommunications ana Radio Et.ailLeiejlAn(IEEE)0 1966-

6, Mechanical Eni.Lesta..n. The Library contains the basic tools necessary

for the work of the mechanical engineero The standard handbooks, mathematical
tables, manuals, and journals are available in the Library with some minor ex-

captions0 However, the collection needs to acquire: the most recent editions

for soma of the basic texts, (for example, E0J0 Kates, 2nd ed0 of Diesel and
Eiskiennala Gas again.)0 up-to-date library materials to support work in
areas closely related to mechanical engineering (for example; automotive, aero-

nautical, marine nuclear, and astronautical engineering, as well as rocketry,
high vacuum engineertag, corrosion, materials science, lubrica.lan etc.), and
nore English language publications from outside the U0S0 Mechanical engineering
pdblications appearing in languages other than English make very little contri-
bution to our present currf6cu1um and should not be givea a high priority on the

list of acquisitions.

Some consideration will have to be given to acquiring more of the publica-
tions issued or sponsored by the professional engineering societies, Lao, books,
journals; tables, test codes, recommended standards, handbooks, reports, moro-

graphic series, etc0 The Library has a large number of publications from the
Americam Society of Mechanical Engineerso However, many of these have been re-
placed with more up-to-date editions which the Library does not have) In order

to assure their automatic acquisition, all ASME publications with the exception

of reprints should be placed on standing order* In additioai the Library should
also consider acquiring on standing order selected publications from the Insti-
tution of Mechanical Engineers (Great Zritain), selected Conference Proceedings
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and Symposia, as well as certain of the professional engineering publications
frills societies, institutes, associations and corporations('

The Library presedtly receives 33 serials classified in the mechanical
engineering-0J) section of the Library. These include the primary rePource
journals iu mechanical engineering published in the U.S. Holdings are complete
or nearly so for most of these. 01 the 95 serials listed in Ulrich's (2)0 the
Library has 15. This is not as bad as would appear on the surface since many
of these-are trade journals or cover fields which do not fit into our curricu-
Ier pparn;, VAT, IN em nd mAnnsr apit s the r..d.10 sh....1 A r.view

sections in Voigt (9) and Beason (3)o From Section VI, Mechanicalaalmakz
of th,; bibliography prepared by the Engineer's Council For Professional Develop-
ment-(27e), the Library has 75 out of 130 titles. It is apparent from these
three lists that the collection, wtile adequate, is in need of some up-dating
and sone additional texts in ancillary areas.

a) BitsmciAtiout- Kachanical Easmatealal

1) That the 'Department review the professional engineering pub-
lications from selected groups such as Sperry Gyroscope Co., Sandia Corporation,
Allis-Chalmers,.the Society of Automotive Engineers, the Combustion Institute,
the American Nuclear Society, Anerican Cas Association, American Society For
Testing Materials, American Society For Metille, Hydraulic Institute, General
Motors Corporation, Society of Automotive Engineers, and the Institution of
Medhanical Engineers (Great Britain), with the idea of recommending to the Li-
brary which titles they feel should be available here. Examples of publications
to be considered include the followings

a. General Motors Corporation. Paseerch Laboratoriee.
ggfingl& Published by American Elsevier

b. International Symposium on Lubrication and Wee.r. Pro-
smsamb Library has only 1963

0. Hydraulic Institute. Standards. Library has only 1965
d. The Library should have a standing order for all ASME

publications except those wtich ars obviously re..
prints of material published elsewhere.

e. A standing order should be placed for All SAE publica-
tions except Trachnical Lamb algaStandards
and other items which may be reprinted elsewhere.
This standing order should include such items as
SAE atogpsa Confarence procsedinas, the LW=
Car Crash ConferenceDausamp (Library has
8th & 10th only), and books published as part of
the SAE Proaress, In Tchnglog Seridso

fc The Library chould acquire on steadies order the Pro-
ceedinas,of the mitaganzass.ften on Fluid
Mechanics7we now have let...5th, 1950-1957), the
Midwestern, agarence on 1.9.141 Mechanics (now have
3rd & 4th, 1957-1959), the Midwestern Mechanics
Conference (VYW have 8th, 1963), and the ga,
National Saga% of .62212.4 Mschanics (now have
5th, 1966 only).

g. National Conferehcs on Fluid Power, Procsedina
h. Americau Society of Tool aad Manufacturing Engineers,

Researcli Reports

1. Aoplied,Mschanics,Review. Library has Vol. 15, 1962-
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2) The Department should review and make recommendations regard-
ing the priority in which they wish the following journals acquired. Ranking
order should include the acquisition of backfiles.

a. ASLE Transactions (American Society of LUbricatiaa ngi-

b$ Bulletin of 11,...amiam.p.calfectiniarlainEducatisa (Pergamon)

e. Combustion and Flame (Butterworth)
do atauTool Enstneer
eo Diesel and Gas Turbine rzattas.
go Vegehl lAteMeirwitvoUMN

g. Institute of Marine Engineers, Transactions
h. Institute of Mechanical Engineers. Zasedtard
i. international Journal of Fracture Mechanics
ja International Journal of acbgalsgiSciences
k. jnternational Jot...1ml of Machine Tool Deain, mad Research
1. Journal of Mechanical ENAneerial, Science (London)
/no Marine Eadaitaimm
n. Mill and Factory
o. Modern Metals
p. Society of Instrument Technology (London). Transactions
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